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INTRODUCTION 
The principal purpose of this dissertation is to examine 
the applicability of the various Markov process models as a 
research technique applied to study of the structure of the 
agriculture industry. It is assumed that the movement of 
farm firms between size classes could be characterized as a 
stochastic process which can be explained by one of the var­
ious Markov models. In order to understand the nature of the 
problem to which the research technique shall be applied. 
Chapters 1 and 2, respectively, present a theoretical dis­
cussion of the economic factors which cause the structure of 
the agriculture industry to change and a historical account 
of how the structure of the industry has changed. 
Following the theoretical and historical discussion of 
the problem. Chapter 3 discusses the underlying theory of a 
Markov process and presents a cietaiieci outline of tne ^larKov 
process models which could be used tc study the structure of 
the agriculture industry. 
The final chaprer presents -che results of rhe applica­
tion of both a stationary and nonstationary Markov process 
model. The output of the model is an estimate of the prob­
ability transition matrices of farm firms moving between 
designated size classes. Using the estimated transition 
2 
matrices, the structure of the agriculture industry is 
predicted at five-year intervals ending in the year 1999. 
3 
CHAPTER 1: ECONOMIC FACTORS AFFECTING 
THE STRUCTURE OF AGRICULTURE 
The number of farm firms has steadily declined from a 
high of 6,812,350 firms in 1935 to 2,314,014 firms in 1974/"' 
Not only has the number of firms decreased, but the config­
uration of economic processes carried out by those firms has 
also dramatically changed to the point that today's farm firm 
only vaguely resembles its predecessors. This portion of the 
dissertation will identify and discuss those factors which 
have caused the number of farm firms to decline and the simul­
taneous change in the configuration of activities carried out 
by those surviving firms. 
For the purposes of the analysis which follows, a farm 
firm shall be defined as a firm primarily involved in the 
production of products grown from the soil and/or involved 
r m 
in. rne conversion of feeds"cu££s iiitu Lock. ^ Given 
that an industry is the aggregation of firms producing a sim­
ilar ourput, the agriculture industry is the aggregate of 
all farm firms.'^' 
What has been happening to the agriculture industry is 
a gradual vertical disintegration of the activities carried 
out by farm firms. At one time the farm firm approached an 
autonomous self-contained economic entity. Early farm firms 
4 
cultural products and subsequent to production carried out 
[4] 
the necessary functions to process and market the products. 
With the passage of time, nonfarm firms have been an increas­
ingly significant factor in the provision of inputs and the 
processing and marketing functions that were at one time 
undertaken by farm firms. 
The discussion which follows will be with the dual view 
as to the factors which have caused both the decrease in farm 
firm numbers and the vertical disintegration of activities 
11 V» Ti 1/" y» T f T* 1 v-wk Ç» *_/A. .1. iiL • 
Organizationally, the analysis will begin by examining 
the problem in the context of the microeconomic theory of the 
firm. The discussion will begin by examining those factors 
which cause a shift in the production function and the impact 
of a change in factor and output prices. Once the theoreti-
Ct. -L. CÂl.xC^^yOU.O X— A l ^ U_ f ^ \_\w. 
factors of risk and stochastic factors will be discussed. 
Theory of the Firm 
Microeconomic theory of the iirir. provides a useful tool 
f— _ "* • •. _ . . 1. _ i_ _ ^ I I A f / 1 r i /"• T r i «_» rit \ r ^ r irtjTW ' ^ f>f» rri t—> f i i i i i i f > »—• r ( > • 
farm firms. The fundamental economic questions answered by 
the theory of the firmi are: (1) How much is produced? and 
(2) How is it produced?'"' In more general terms, it is the 
supply side of the demand-supply equation which is addressed 
5 
by the theory of the firm analysis. The dependent variable 
in the analysis is output and the independent variables are 
technology.- factor prices.- and output prices. Assuming the 
inputs and outputs, purchased and sold respectively by the 
firm, are not significant factors in the market place, the 
input and output prices confronted by the firm shall be 
constant. Given a technology which can be defined by a pro­
duction function and given fixed factor prices, it is pos­
sible to determine a functional relationship which will 
gciici-ciuc une j-xxiii a v, uj. v c . 
Once a firm supply curve is generated, the industry 
supply curve is determined by a horizontal summation of the 
[81 firm supply curves. The equilibrium output is determined 
by the intersection of the aggregate demand curve and the 
[ 91 
aggregate industry supply curve. 
If all firms within the industry are identical (all 
firms have identical cost curves), the number of firms 
necessary to produce the equilibrium output is found by 
dividing equilibrium output by the output of the individual 
firm at the minimum point on the firm's average cost curve, 
when firms wizhin the industry are confronted by di££t:rt;i:t 
cost curves,, it is a more difficult matter to determine the 
number of firms necessary to produce the equilibrium out-
r T n *i 
put. 
Given that the industry supply curve is the horizontal 
6 
summation of supply curves, it follows that factors which 
have an impact on technology, factor prices, and output 
prices will have an impact on firm numbers within an 
industry. 
Technology 
The technology available to a firm is defined by a 
production function. Definitionally, a production function 
is the mathematical equation which defines the maximum amount 
of output that can be produced from any specified combination 
of inputs, given a specified technology.Once a partic­
ular input combination is selected, it is a technical, rather 
than an economic question as to how that input combination 
[12] 
can be utilized to produce the maximum output. Given a 
production function, the decision as to which combination of 
inputs to use in the production of a particular level of out­
put axi ticjf JI itjui cj uc:i> ua.oii, ui ic iJ^eso_i_u tj-on of VfTij-Ch J-3 bciccd 
#-«. v- ^  1 ^  ^ ^ * * O ^ "I /—« V- v\ %«• ^ ^ M ne cosr minzmizznc rirm. wixj. 
equate the rate of technical substitution of the factors, 
[131 
If the production function for a firm is known and fac­
tor prices are fixed, a functional relationship between cost 
per unit of production and level of output can be defined. 
From the output-cost functional relationship, the total cost, 
average cost and marginal cost curves for the firm can be 
7 
r i 4 i  generated. 
The profit maximizing firm will produce at the level 
where price per unit of output equals marginal cost- It 
follows from this fundamental principle of microeconomic 
theory, that the marginal cost curve above the point where 
the marginal cost curve intersects the average cost curve, 
is the supply curve for the firm.Given that the in­
dustry supply curve is a horizontal summation of firm sup­
ply curves, the minimum point of the average cost curve of 
the firm and the marginal cost curve above that point, are 
determinative of the number of firms necessary to produce 
a specified industry output. 
Assuming that knowledge is never lost, an improvement 
in technology would be defined as change which resulted in 
an increase in the maximum output produced from a certain 
combination of inputs- A new production function would be 
necessary to define the relationship between output and 
various input combinations- The new production function 
reflecting the improved technology will generate different 
cost curves and will cause the minimum point of the average 
cost curve and the supply curve to shift. The direction and 
magnitude of those shifts will have an impact on the number 
of firms required to produce industry equilibrium output. 
Perhaps the most visible and common improvement in 
technology is the improvement which results in the minimum 
8 
point of the cost curve being shifted down and to the right. 
Typically, such improvements are embodied in new machines 
which carry out functions previously undertaken by multiple 
machines or laborers. It is possible, however, that tech­
nological improvements will result in a lateral shift in the 
minimum point of the average cost curve or result in a shift 
in the minimum point to the left and down. For instance, a 
new technology which results in the production of a machine 
which can operate on a smaller scale at a lower per unit 
cost than existing machines. will cause the minimum point to 
be shifted down and to the left. The result would be to 
give smaller firms a competitive advantage in production 
and, in the long run, the number of firms involved in pro­
ducing the equilibrium output would be increased. 
To this point, the discussion of improved technology 
has assum.ed a fixed industry output- which can be marketed 
at a constant price. In a dynamic setting, industry output 
is not s fixed constant but is determ.ined by equating ag­
gregate demand and the industry supply equations. An im­
provement in technology will cause the industry supply curve 
does not change, the equilibrium, price will fall. If 
the aggregate consum;er dem.and curve is inelastic at the 
point of equilibrium, as is the case with most agriculture 
products,''"''' a shift to the right in the industry supply 
curve will result in decreased total revenues to the in-
r 181 dustry. Later discussion will indicate that a decrease 
in equilibrium price will, in the long run, generally cause 
firm numbers in an industry to be reduced. 
From fundamental microeconomic theory, it can be con­
cluded that an improvement in technology will impact on firm 
numbers in two respects: (1) the minimum point of the aver­
age cost curve will shift and (2) equilibrium output prices 
will be reduced. Assuming the minimum point of the cost 
curve shifts down and to the right, a change in technology 
provides dual pressure to reduce firms within the affected 
industry. 
Productivity of capital A change in technology means 
that the marginal productivity of one or more of the inputs 
has increased over a specified range of input usage. For 
purposes of this discussion, inputs shall be aggregated into 
two categories: (1) capital and (2) labor. Each of the ag­
gregated inputs shall be examined individually with respect 
to factors which would cause an increase in their respective 
productivities. 
Increased capacity Improvements in technology 
which result in machines which can carry out the functions 
of several machines or reduce the labor requirement, increase 
' 1 O 1 
the productivity of capiral. "' Larger tractors, multiple 
row planting, cultivating and harvesting devices are examples 
10 
of innovations which increase machine capacity and thereby, 
the productivity of capital employed in agriculture. Dif­
fering- soil conditions and changes in the topography may 
limit the size of farm implements used in crop production. 
It therefore follows that there may be a ceiling on the 
capacity of machines used in crop production and thereby 
increases in productivity which may be realized by increased 
capacity. In the production of livestock, improvements in 
feed handling and processing, environmental control and waste 
disposal have been the principal innovations which have gen­
erated increased capacity of the capital input. 
Integration of processes Productivity can be 
increased by developing machines which can simultaneously 
perform processes which were previously performed by a ser­
ies of machine or manual processes. Farm implements 
which simultaneously prepare seedbeds, plant seed and apply 
fertilizers, herbicides and pesticides are examples of this 
type of innovation. With respect to livestock production, 
equipment which is designed to simultaneously grind, mix and 
transport is the most common type of innovation which inte­
grates processes. 
Biological and genetic improvement In much of 
industry, the processes that are carried out are primarily 
mechanical, whereas in agriculture, biological and genetic 
processes are a critical aspect of the productive enterprise. 
11 
Improvements in technology such as the introduction of hy­
brid seed, fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, feed addi­
tives and drugs v;hich control livestock disease and improved 
genetic strains in livestock have substantially increased 
the amount of output that can be produced by a farm firm. 
There are some who would suggest that technological in­
novations related to biological processes will be introduced 
at a slower rate, and that there shall not be significant 
future increases in productivity related to advances in that 
[ 2 2 ]  
area. ' 
Large capital units and cost advantages The 
point discussed in this paragraph relates to the cost of cap­
ital, but since the cost differentials are based on technical 
relationships, the discussion shall be given in the section 
concerning technology. The capacity of certain machines 
utilized for processing batches or transporting product, in­
creases at a faster rate than the materials required to pro­
duce the machine. This follows from the geometric principle 
that the surface area of a sphere or cylinder of constant 
proportions varies as the two-thirds power of volume. Thus, 
the cost of equipping a firm wizh volume cr st^rcigt; type 
machines and equipment will decrease with size. 3y way of 
example, the cost per unit of grain, forage and feed storage 
r o o "i 
facilities decreases with size. 
12 
Standardization Increases in productivity can 
be realized if the firm has access to uniform inputs for 
production and is able to market a nniform. nondifferentiated 
product.^24] 
If inputs are uniform, machines will require fewer ad­
justments and adaptations. The output rate of a machine may 
depend on the grade or quality of the input which is being 
processed by the machine. If there are different soil con­
ditions within one field, it may be necessary to apply dif­
ferent seed bed preparation techniques and the soil's rsadi-
r  2 5 ]  
ness for cultivation will occur at different times.' 
On the output side, there are economies to be realized 
if the manufacturer is not required to differentiate the 
product or produce the product to the specifications of each 
individual buyer. If a car manufacturer reduces the number 
of mndmls and sells the same number of cars, fixed costs of 
setting up the assembly lines and developing molds are re­
duced and the reduced fixed cost is spread over additional 
cars. For the most part, products produced by the agricul­
ture industry are homogeneous nondifferentiated products. 
Achieving economies by reducing product lines or a stand­
ardized output has less significance with respect to agri-
13 
Intemporal aspects of production Due to sea­
sonality and biological cycles, it is impossible to carry 
out all processes of crop production simultaneously. Typ­
ically, in industry all processes of production are carried 
on simultaneously. Realizing the benefits of division of 
labor is much more difficult when each process is undertaken 
in a different time period. There would be substantial un­
employment of the labor input if specialists were employed 
to undertake each process, but would become unemployed when 
the process was completed. Typically, a farm firm employs 
the same labor input to carry out all processes which are 
r 271 
undertaken in sequential time periods. 
The intemporal aspect of crop production also gives 
rise to the diseconomies caused by batch production rather 
r 28 1 
than flow production. •* Due to seasonality and weather 
conditions, each process is scheduled to take place during 
a very brief time period each year. If planting, application 
of fertilizer, herbicides or pesticides or harvesting does 
not take place in a certain time frame, there will be a 
substantial reduction in vield. Per unit cost could be re-
"• /CK"* -T •*- -I ^ T.vo O ^ ^ 1 o 1— r »"> -V ta ^  "r i ^ 
units produced over longer time periods. Consequently, it 
is possible that superior, but more expensive technologies, 
are not employed in agriculture because of the short time 
period of production. 
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Livestock production differs from crop production in 
that environmentally controlled confinement facilities can 
eliminate the seasonal aspects of production. It is there­
fore possible to carry out the various biological cycles of 
livestock production simultaneously rather than as separate 
processes. By eliminating the intemporal aspects of live­
stock production, the increased productivity from division 
of labor and continuous flow of production will cause the 
optimal-sized livestock enterprise to increase. 
A S -WVN T.vl-» Vv T.TO C Ir a 4" < 
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flow production moving continuously may overstock certain 
inputs. For instance, extra machines or spare parts may be 
kept on hand to avoid down-time due to breakdowns. The 
seasonal aspects of crop production combined with the un­
predictability of weather cause machine down-time or break­
downs to be particularly costly for farm firms. To insure 
that crops are planted and harvested in a timely fashion, 
farmers acquire farm implements in sufficient size and quan­
tity to insure that planting and harvesting can take place 
on schedule. Excess machine capacity is, in essence, a 
iiici a a J- c: o o J- v c * 
move implements from farm to farm based on soil conditions 
would be able to more fully utilize equipment and could, 
thereby, reduce excess capacity. Additionally, the amount 
of eauipment and parts held as a reserve for breakdowns 
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would not increase proportionately with size. The result 
would be that larger firms would have a cost efficiency 
[29] 
which could not be realized by smaller firms. 
Vertical disintegration The production which 
is undertaken by a firm is usually divided up into many 
separate production processes which are coordinated by 
management. Each process could be viewed as a mini-firm 
which has its own individual production function and set of 
cost curves. The mini-firm would be the most cost efficient 
likely that the most cost efficient level of output for each 
process will combine with all other processes in the exact 
proportions necessary to produce output with no excess out­
put from the various processes. To deal with the problem, 
processes carried on at a smaller scale would be duplicated 
so that they would dovetail with processes carried cut at a 
larger scale. To determine the optimal firm size which takes 
advantage of the economies of each process and fully utilizes 
the output of each process, the least common denominator of 
the optimal output level (transformed into units of output 
process which requires the larger scale (expressed in terms 
of units of output of the fir^.) will determine the minimum 
scale and optimal output level of the firm. This assumes 
that there are no additional costs incurred if a process is 
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duplicated in order to dovetail with processes which can 
only be undertaken on a larger capacity. 
It is possible that certain processes should be carried 
out on a scale so much greater than other processes within 
the firm, that it is impractical to carry out the process 
within the firm. The solution is to separate off the process 
and purchase the output of the process from firms which op­
erate at a cost efficient level of production. This separ­
ating off of processes is what Joan Robinson calls "vertical 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " C ^  ^ 
Typically, vertical disintegration occurs after an im­
provement in technology. For instance, prior to the intro­
duction of the farm tractor, the principal source of power 
for farm firms was the horse which was raised on the farm and 
fed hay and grain grown on the farm. Since it is impractical 
for each farm firm to produce a tractor on the farm, the 
tractor is purchased from nonfarm firms which operate on a 
scale to enable production of tractors at the lowest per 
unit cost. The result of the tractor-horse substitution 
was to vertically disintegrate the firm with respect to the 
production of puwtii. Vertical disintegration may not cause 
a reduction in farm firm numbers. The factor which does 
have a direct impact on farm numbers is the improved tech­
nology which caused the vertical disintegration. Taken by 
itself, the principal impact of vertical integration is the 
1 / 
unemployment of labor which results from removing or ver­
tically disintegrating a process from the farm firms. 
In Chapter 2, historical data are presented in Table 
2.12 which indicate that during the period from 1910 through 
197 7 there has been a substantial increase in the amount of 
[32] inputs purchased by the farm firm. An increase xn pur­
chased inputs is an indication that vertical disintegration 
is taking place. The data would indicate that during the 
period between 1910 and 1977, the breadth of economic activ­
ities carried on by farm firms substantially decreased. 
Vertical disintegration is also taking place on the 
output side of the farm firm's production activities. In 
earlier times, some farm firms also were involved in the 
marketing of the produced output. Today, the processing 
and marketing of the output from farm firms is primarily 
[331 
carried out by nonfarm firms. 
It i^ Lh_ vertical disintegration of processes which 
11Q.O CI «-i o ov-i. d J- ill uw V Ciy s.i'cu.jr 
cessors. The depth of economic activities undertaken by 
today's farm firm has been substantially diminished from 
uiid •- '^'.L _L ruuLiirr v *3:^ uj-u c i j. «wt. j-o. j-v-'ji* 
will depend upon improvements in technology and implementa­
tion of existing technologies. 
Implementation of existing technologies might result 
in the vertical disintegration of the livestock industry 
18 
[34] 
from what Breimeyer would call "primary agriculture." 
Breimeyer identifies "three economies" within modern agri­
culture: (1} the production of primary products from the 
soil. (2) the conversion of feedstuffs into livestock 
products and (3) the marketing of products from the farm 
at retail. Some would argue that the firms which provide 
inputs to farm firms constitute a fourth economy of modern 
agriculture. In earlier times, the various "economies" of 
agriculture would have been less distinctive since they 
wwux'u, lid V c ci_i_ X uccii dux;wv-ixova xii a. a xiiy xc xa.xiti x x j -xu* jlaxC. 
consequence of vertical disintegration is that the input 
and marketing functions of modern agriculture are carried 
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out by nonfarm firms. Given that the seasonality and 
weather limitations have been removed from livestock pro­
duction by environmentally controlled livestock facilities, 
it is possible that optimal levels of production would 
cause livestock production to become disintegrated from 
primary agriculture. 
The vertical disintegration of livestock production 
from the farm firm would not necessarily shift the minimum 
)~/wxi.iu A (a V cx ci c w .3 u. v c w j_ 
products related to the soil. Without a shift in the mini-
mum point on the average cost curve, there would not be ad­
ditional pressures to reduce the number of farm firms. What 
would occur is unemployment of labor that had been employed 
in livestock production and the eventual migration of that 
labor to nonfarm firms. Assuming, however, that additional 
management input was needed to coordinate a combined crop and 
livestock enterprise, the management input would be reduced 
after livestock production was discontinued. It is, there­
fore, possible that the minimum point on the firm's average 
cost curve would shift. Assuming that the shift was to the 
right and down, there would be pressures to reduce the num­
ber of firms involved in crop production as a result of 
segregating off of livestock production from the farm firm. 
Additionally, if the average cost curve of farm firms is 
flat over some distance, firms could deal with the unemploy­
ment of labor by expanding the crop production activities. 
The result would be additional pressure to reduce the num­
ber of farm firms. 
Vertical integration "Vertical coordination" 
in production is concerned with the coordination of the 
ordination include the market price system, vertical inte-
i -i a'I 
gration, contracting and cooperative ventures. in some 
situations, cricc is net. an cffcctivc mschaniszi to ccord'* — 
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tain input be provided at a uniform flow at a specified 
quality, price may prove to be an ambiguous signal. when 
C J.O .J. UiU ii iLld J_ L. ^ _L CLV— C: / ILlCiy liW L. 
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motivate change quickly enough to satisfy the needs of the 
purchasing firm. In producing a complex product, trans­
action costs may be too high if the pricing system were used 
to coordinate successive stages of production. To coordi­
nate successive stages of production when the pricing mech­
anism breaks down, a firm can organize the successive stages 
of production into one firm. Such grouping of stages of 
production is commonly called vertical integration.'^'' 
Firms can engage in either forward or backward inte­
gration depending upon whether the firm expands its activ­
ities to include production of inputs or marketing of its 
output. In an article appearing in the Journal of Farm 
Economics, Raphael Trifon summarized and cited the following 
as reasons for integrating: 
Exploit technical complementarily between 
successive processes .... 
Eliminate the friction which normally ac-
CJUIuydiixct) ij_L JLÔ. uci-ciJL iriOiiOpOj_y . • • • 
Establish control over a source of supply 
or over a distributive outlet in which other 
companies in the industry depend .... 
Escape or counteract monopolistic exploita­
tion in resource markets, or monopolistic 
exploitation in product markets .... 
Escape the restrictions imposed on the pur­
chases or sales of the individual company 
by a cartel,- a marketing beard, or other 
restrictive arrangement .... 
Secure an uninterrupted flow of materials 
(perishable or costly to store) so that: 
{1/ the company's productive capacity be 
more fully utilized where overhead costs 
constitute a relatively heavy burden, and 
the company's eq^aipment is specialized and 
(2) the company's share of the market be 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
secured without having to bid for materials, 
the short run supply of which is inelastic, 
when they become scarce .... 
g) Secure control over raw materials .... 
h) Promote the supply of new materials either 
to produce a new product, or substitute for 
another input .... 
i) Develop new uses for the company's product 
j) Establish direct contacts with the ultimate 
consumers of the company's differentiated 
product .... 
k) Secure the immediate disposal of highly per­
ishable products without having to bid down 
their price .... 
From a theoretical standpoint, the impact of vertical 
integration should be similar to that of vertical disinte­
gration. In either case, a productive process is eliminated 
from the firm's activities and transferred to another firm. 
If there is no change in the management requirements, the 
firm from which the process was transferred will still be 
confronted with the same minimum point on its average cost 
curve. There will be substantial unemployment of the labor 
input, but there would be no direct pressure to decrease the 
number of farm firms. Any decrease in farm firms would come 
indirectly by either a shift of the average cost curve due 
to a decrease in management requirements or an increase in 
scale by movement along a horizontal firm supply curve. 
Vertical integration generally has a more pervasive 
impact on a firm than vertical disintegration, in that ver­
tical integration generally takes over all processes under­
taken by a firm rather than a single process. For instance. 
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a firm which desires to have a steady supply of uniform let­
tuce may vertically integrate to include the production of 
lettuce. To the extent an integrating firm takes over all 
processes of a farm firm, farm firm niambers will decline. 
Spatial dispersion In most industrial settings, 
the raw materials are transported to the various processing 
functions. In contrast, where land is a factor of produc­
tion, transporting and processing are inseparable. The func­
tion of transportation is to carry the processing function 
to production. The size of production units is limited by 
the cost of transportation over spatially dispersed produc­
tion area, lack of uniformity in the land input and diffi­
culty in supervising activities over a wide geographic 
area.!"! 
Productivity of labor The productivity of labor can 
be increased by following the division of labor principle, 
the advantages of which are set forth by Adam Smith in Chap­
ter 1 of the Wealth of Nations. By organizing production 
to limit a worker's activities to a limited number of 
processes, several efficiencies will be realized. If the 
particular task requires dexterity, the worker will acquire 
greater proficiency given the greater experience permitted 
by division of labor. Additionally, time is not lost moving 
from process to process. The worker is permitted to stay in 
the location of the process to which he was assigned, and 
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the work will be brought to him. The various functions can 
be categorized as to the type of skill required and workers 
with corresponding skills will be assigned to those areas. 
Due to the categorization of functions, it will be easier to 
continuously employ workers at their highest and best use 
Environmentally controlled confinement facilities used 
in livestock production have resulted in increased division 
of labor within the livestock industry. On the other hand, 
spatial dispersion, seasonality and biological cycles limit 
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Spatial dispersion requires that workers transport the 
processing functions to the raw materials rather than hav­
ing raw materials transported to the worker and the functional 
process. The seasonality and biological cycles of crop pro­
duction do not permit the various processes to be carried on 
simultaneously. Each process is carried cut in a different 
time period. Attempting to find specialized workers for each 
process would result in a substantial amount of unemployment 
of labor. Note this is not necessarily true of migrant 
workers who do specialize and move from south to north during 
hdz: OZ 2. ylTOUp Of 
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workers carry out each process in successive time periods. 
)y the 
division of labor principle are also applicable to the 
management function. An individual is able to become more 
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skilled in a particular management function when permitted 
to concentrate all effots in that area and to develop spe­
cialised skills. Once a firin has developed a specialized 
management staff, the managerial services do not have to be 
increased at the same rate as output. There are, therefore, 
economies of size in that the fixed management costs can be 
[42] 
spread over more units of output. 
Factor prices 
It is a fundamental principle of the theory of the firm 
that a firm shall employ the combination of inputs which 
equates the rate of technical substitution of the inputs to 
their relative factor prices. If a factor price changes, 
the combination of inputs used shall be adjusted until the 
rate of technical substitution equals the new ratio of rel­
ative factor prices. Although technology remains the same, 
inpurs shall be UTiilized in different rcitios. Wj.LhuuL 
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lateral or upward shift, and that a decrease in a factor 
price will cause a lateral or downward shift in the minimum 
point of the average cost curve. 
As previously observed, output prices do not remain 
fixed after a shift in the industry supply curve. Actually. 
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curve, a shift in the supply curve will result in a rather 
precipitous rise or fall in price depending whether the sup-
[441 T-»! TT r'nvTTO T.7;a c 4 fi-a/A r^y /^r\urr\ -i rrol . AQQUTPinc 
that an increase in output price tends to cause firm numbers 
to increase, and an increase in a factor prir-^ tends to cause 
the supply curve to shift up and to the left, the impact of a 
shift in the supply curve due to changes in factor prices on 
the number of firms in the industry is enhanced by the change 
in output prices. 
?ecu.nj.ary econoirixcs It is possxbls that because of 
quantity discounts, superior bargaining power, or expertise 
in purchasing, a larger firm will be able to purchase inputs 
at a lower per unit cost. There has been some documentation 
that larger farm firms can in fact experience pecuniary econ-
[451 
omies when purchasing inputs. When a larger firm does 
make an error in purchasing, it generally is harder to rec­
tify its mistake since there may not be a market for such 
large quantities of the particular input. If the raw ma­
terial market is not subject to fluctuation due to climate 
or other reasons, there is less likelihood for errors in 
raçi 
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Taxes Taxes have been used as an instrument of fis­
cal and social policy to encourage investment and usage of 
certain types of assets. The most familiar tax incentive 
measures are investment credit, rapid depreciation schedules. 
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and depletion allowances. The effect of those tax policies 
is to reduce the price of capital and make it cheaper rela­
tive to labor. The result is that firms shall employ more 
capital. If the capital which is substituted for labor tends 
to be in the form of machines which have increased capacity 
or integrate processes, it is probable that the minimum point 
of the firm's average cost curve shall shift down and to the 
r  4 7 1  
right. From previous analysis, it would follow that the 
firms would attempt to increase their scale to achieve the 
/-N A 1 1 yxv V/-\ 1 ^ 1 ^  V-M ^ ^ ^ 1 "I V f f ^ O n V» 
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the industry would be reduced. 
Energy Shortages of fossil fuels and derivatives 
of fossil fuels in the world market shall cause the price of 
those factors to rise relative to other factors. In the two 
input model which aggregates all inputs into either labor or 
capital, a change in fossil fuel prices would be considered 
to be an increase in the price of capital. 
The theoretical discussion concerning the impact of 
factor price increases suggested that an increase in factor 
price would cause the minimum point of the average cost 
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to the right. without knowing more about the production 
function, one cannot determine what the impact of a change 
in factor price will be on the minimum point of the average 
cost curve. What is known is that an increase in the cost 
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of capital will result in a substitution of labor for capi­
tal. Given that the technology of capital is often embodied 
^ ^  ^ c c v-\ A V f vTn 4- V* iQ f n r» r* —. 
tion of more than one worker,- a reduction in the relative 
utilization of capital would probably result in a shift in 
the minimum point of the average cost curve to the left. 
If that was in fact the consequence of an increase in the 
price of fossil fuels, the number of firms within an in-
[49] dustry would increase in the long run. 
Monopoly If a firm which produces an input for 
other firms has monopoly power with respect to that input 
and utilizes its monopoly power by monopoly pricing, the 
monopoly price and quantity produced will be higher and 
lower, respectively, than equilibrium price and quantity 
generated by perfect competition. 
If some countervailing power were present,, the price of 
the input produced by a monopoly would be decreased and the 
quantity provided at that price would be increased. The 
minimum point of the average cost curve and the supply curve 
would shift- If the direction of the shift was to the right, 
the number of firms needed to produce the industry's equi-
It should also be noted that the shift to the right in 
the industry supply curve would result in a lower equilibrium 
output price,- which could be an additional pressure to 
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decrease the number of firms within the industry. 
Output prices 
To this point, it has been assumed that the demand 
curve remained fixed, and that any change in output price 
resulted from a shift in the industry supply curve. 
It is basic to microeconomic theory of the firm that 
a firm shall begin to produce when output price is at least 
equal to the average per unit cost at the minimum point of 
the average cost curve. Once production has begun, the level 
of production shall be determined by the point where price 
is equal to marginal cost. 
As the output price rises, existing firms shall produce 
more and firms at the margin shall begin production. The new 
firms have average cost curves with higher m.inimum points , 
which is caused by inferior inputs. Therefore, an increase 
in curi3ur nrice can be a racror which causes firm numbers t<j 
could cause firm numbers within an industry to decrease. 
Since the equilibrium output would be higher as a result of 
the shift in the industry supply curve, price would be lower 
and there would be an additional pressure to decrease the 
•nnmnor* f 4 r-m c wi-f-nin SnHnQ-i-Tv. 
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price will not change unless there is a subsequent shift 
in the supply curve or a shift in the demand curve. 
An upward shift in the industry demand curve shall gen­
erate both a higher equilibrium price and output. Conversely, 
a downward shift in the demand curve will generate a lower 
r 5]_ 1 
equilibrium price and output. Both a higher equilibrium 
price and output would tend to cause an increase in firm 
numbers within an industry; and decrease in equilibrium out­
put and price would tend to decrease the number of firms. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that an upward shift in the 
demand curve shall create a pressure for more firms within 
an industry and downward shift will create a pressure for 
fewer firms. 
Factors which cause a shift in demand are changes in 
p o p u l a t i o n ,  t a s t e s  a n d  p r e f e r e n c e s ,  a n d  i n c o m e . G i v e n  
that the growth in this country's population is modest, that 
taste and preferences with respect to agriculture products 
do not change substantially, and that the demand for agri­
culture products is inelastic with respect to income, sub-
r 521 
Stantial shifts in demand should not be expected. " ^ That 
ccncj-usicn Lo a p^jTrr-ariBriu in­
crease in foreign demand develops for agriculture products. 
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Uncertainty 
To this point, the discussion of microeconomic theory 
has assumed that firm decision makers operate with perfect 
information. When the assumption of perfect information is 
not realized, the theory of the firm must be adjusted to re­
flect the impact of uncertainty upon the firm decision maker 
r  5 4  ]  
and resultingly upon firm output. 
In the real world, it is unlikely that firm decision 
makers possess anything which closely resembles perfect in­
formation. At the beginning of the planting season, the 
farmer does not know exactly how many bushels will be 
produced, the cost of production or the market price at har­
vest. Given only partial information, one alternative is 
to assign a probability distribution to each of the unknowns 
and thereby determine an expected value of the unknown. As­
suming that the firm decision 15^ unaffected by the 
certainty,, or what is more comûnonly referred to as the state 
of being risk neutral, the firm will produce at the point 
where expected marginal cost equals expected marginal revenue. 
The existence of a profitable insurance industry and 
gambling enterprises should indicate that individuals are 
not necessarily risk neutral. Friedman and Savage suggested 
that an individual's response to risk may be explained by an 
[55] 
extension of utility theory. The expected utility theory 
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as set forth by Friedman and Savage can be incorporated into 
the theory of the firm to explain how the firm decision 
maker responds when confronted with uncertainty. 
Without uncertainty, the firm decision maker is guided 
by the objective of profit maximization. By relaxing the 
assumption of perfect information and incorporating expected 
utility theory, the firm decision maker shall maximize the 
expected utility of profits. Assuming that the firm decision 
maker is risk averse, it can be demonstrated that by applying 
the principles of expected utility theory that the firm with 
a risk averse decision maker will produce at a lower level 
than the point where expected marginal cost equals expected 
marginal revenue. As the range of possible outcomes in­
creases as a result of greater uncertainty, the greater the 
difference will be between the levels of output of the risk 
averse and risk neutral firms. 
Assuming that most firm decision makers would have util­
ity functions characterized as risk averse, uncertainty would 
be a factor which would tend to reduce firm scale and size. 
The discussion of uncertainty as it relates to farm firms, 
which follows.- shall be subdivided into uncertainty related 
to demand and uncertainty related to supply. 
It was noted in the section entitled Output prices, that 
it is unlikely that there will be substantial shifts in the 
aggregate demand curve for agricultural products, with the 
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possible exception of increased foreign demand. Farmers 
are, therefore, not confronted with price risk attributable 
to volatile swings in consumer preferences. Since most 
agricultural products are staples and thereby considered as 
necessities by most consumers, demand will remain relatively 
constant except for gradual increases required to satisfy 
population growth. For the most part, farmers produce a 
nondifferentiated product for a market whose demand remains 
relatively constant. 
Given the nature of demand for farm output, the agri­
culture industry can plan to produce a constant flow for a 
long time period. The rate of output required per time per­
iod and the number of time periods for which production can 
be planned will have an impact on the type of physical plant 
utilized for production. A large flow of output lasting a 
short period of time will offer less inducement to invest in 
specialized machinery than a smaller but more continuous out­
put . ^ ^  ^ The continuous nature of demand for undifferentiated 
products would tend to induce farmer to invest for the long 
run in a specialized capital input. 
Although none of the determinants of demand are strong 
causal factors of price uncertainty, the inelasticity of the 
demand curve creates an environment conducive to large swings 
in output price. When the aggregate demand curve is inelastic, 
small shifts in the industry supply curve will cause sub­
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stantial changes in output price. 
Due to weather and animal disease, the livestock in­
dustry supply curve can make rather substantial shifts from 
year to year. Even though environmentally controlled live­
stock confinement facilities can remove the seasonal aspects 
from livestock production, weather can substantially affect 
the factor cost of the feed input and thereby cause signifi­
cant shifts in the industry supply curve. 
In the case of crop production, the weather variable 
has not been controlled and thereby subjects the industry 
supply curve to substantial shifts. Additionally, the im­
pact of plant diseases can, in a given year, have a sub­
stantial effect on productivity and likewise cause shifts in 
the industry supply curve. 
While the demand side of the equation may be character­
ized as stable, the supply side of the equation has the po­
tential to be volatile. As previously noted, the risk or 
uncertainty caused by a fluctuating industry supply curve is 
intensified by the inelastic industry demand curve. 
Additionally, it should be noted that highly capital 
intensive firms typically have high fixed costs, and are 
consequently less able to cope with periods of low profita­
bility. When confronted with wide ranges of profitability, 
firm decision makers will select methods of production which 
are less capital intensive in order to reduce fixed costis. 
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To the extent that lower capital utilization results in a 
smaller scale of production, firm size will be reduced by 
uncertainty resulting from a fluctuating supply curve. 
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICAL REVIEW OF 
STRUCTURAL CHANGES IN AGRICULTURE 
The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the changes 
which have historically taken place in the structure of the 
agriculture industry. Data concerning the following five 
areas will be presented: 1) Farm numbers by size class, 
2) tenure arrangements, 3) organizational structure, 4) 
vertical coordination and 5) purchased inputs. 
Farm Numbers 
The number of farm firms in the United States reached a 
high of 6,812,350 firms in 1935 and declined to 2,314,013 
firms in 1974. In that 39-year period, 4,498,337 firms dis­
appeared. In absolute numbers, the great migration from the 
[581 farm has already taken place. 
The number of acres farmed in the United States reached 
a nzLgn ox i., , oxj. acres zn ou anc. nas ciecreaseci a% 
the rate of 1% to 4% every five years since then. The his­
torical data set forth the number of farm firms and the land 
_ [591 held by those firms is set forth in Table 2.1, 
As the number of farms decreased, the size of farms in­
creased. The data in Table 2.2 indicate the number of farm 
firms in 12 different size classes at the end of five-year 
intervals beginning in 1535 and ending in 1374. Of the 12 
Table 2.1. Farms, land in farms, and land use: 1935 to 1974 
All Farms Farms 
T C O  r v r  < 4  A  —  
crease (-) from 
preceding census^ 
Percent 
of all ^ Per-
Total farms ^ cent 
Land in Farms/U.S. 1974 2,314,013 100.0 -416,237 -15.2 
U.S. 1969 2,730,250 100.0 -427,607 -13.5 
U.S. 1964 3,157,857 100.0 .-552. 646 -14.9 
- - n r -1T/N r— r\ t r\ /-s /\ i ^ r* r* O O OO /" U . O . 1. r 3 J , / _LU , O VO XUU.U —6.6 . o 
coterminous/U.s. 1959 4,782,416 .00.0 -599,746 -11.1 
U.S. 1950 5,388,437 100.0 -477,007 -8.1 
coterminous/U.s. 1945 5,859,169 100.0 -237,630 -3.9 
U.S. 1940 6,102,417 100.0 -715,551 -10.5 
coterminous/U= S = 1935 o,-B12.-350 100.0 
SOURCE: U.S., Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
'wênsus, 1974 Census of Agriculture, vol. 2, pt. 2, pp. 1—3 
1-5. 
^Except for 1964 and 1969, data represent differences 
-ff-iT- rson c TTr. i 4-0^9 Q 4- a o c 
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Acres 
o— Average 
Total 
Percent 
of all 
land in 
farms 
crease (-) from 
preceding census^ 
Number 
Per­
cent 
Per 
farm Per 
(based farm 
on all report-
farms) ing 
1,017,030,357 100.0 
1,062,892,501 100.0 
1,110,187,000 100.0 
1 (T r» c-n A 
/ f J / ^ 
•45,862,144 - 4 . 3  
-47,294,499 -4.3 
•13,320,574 -1.1 
->o r\ n n 
"OO f UOO , / ^ Z, 
439.5 
389. 3 
3 5 1 . 6  
439.5 
3 8 9 . 3  
351.6 
1,158,191,511 100.0 
1,161,419,720 1 0 0 . 0  
1,141,615,354 100.0 
1,065,113,774 100.0 
D I n - 1 ! I 
-374,341 (z) 242.2 242.2 
16,950,588 1.5 215.2 215.2 
80,762,990 7.6 194.8 194.8 
6,337,263 .6 174.5 174.5 
n7.744.095 6.9 154.S 154.8 
Table 2.2. Farm by size: 1935 to 1974 
All Farms 1974 1969 1964 
Total Farms 2,314,013 2, 730,250 3,157,857 
1 to 9 acres 128,254 162,111 182,581 
10 to 49 acres 379,543 473,465 6 3 7 , 4 3 4  
50 to 69 acres 149,882 177,028 211,398 
70 to 99 acres 234,880 282,914 3 31,032 
100 to 139 acres 228 ,970 278,752 324,652 
104 to 179 acres 214,152 263,012 308,288 
180 to 219 acres 135,977 165,209 191,254 
220 to 259 acres 117,255 141,733 164,188 
260 to 4 99 acres 362,866 419,421 451,301 
500 to 999 acres 207,297 215,659 210,437 
1,000 to 1,999 acres 92,712 9 1 , 0 3 9  8 4 , 9 9 9  
2,00 0 acres and over 62,225 59,907 6 0 , 2 9 3  
SOURCE: U . S . .  
Census, 197 4 Census 
Department of 
of Agriculture 
Commerce, Bureau 
/ vol. 2, pt. 2, 
of the 
pp. 1-3, 
II-3. 
^Alaska and Hawaii not included. 
1959 1954^ 1950 1945* 1940 1935* 
/ J.U . 4,/OZ, 1 xo 3,JOO, ^ o / X O 17 O , J. u ^  , *4 X / O , O-Lii , f Ù  Z t K J  
244, 328 484, 291 4 8 8 ,  530 594, 561 509, 347 570, , 8 3 1  
813, 216 1 , 2 1 2 ,  831 1 , 4 7 9 ,  596 1,654, 404 1,782, 061 2 , 1 2 3  , 5 9 5  
258. 195 3 4 6 ,  3 2 3  4 2 7 ,  025 4 7 2 ,  415 510, 585 581 , 3 5 2  
399, 795 5 1 7 ,  740 621, 050 6 8 4 ,  905 7 8 0 ,  743 862 , 6 5 5  
394, 505 4 9 1 ,  458 579, 244 6 3 3 ,  851 6 8 8 ,  479 754 , 0 7 6  
378, 003 461, 651 523, 659 565, 958 621, 578 683 ,941 
225, 576 257, 189 275, 0 4  9  2 8 2 ,  8 3 S  279, 577 294 ,309 
188, 899 206, 509 213, 344 210, 376 206, 759 212 , 2 3 8  
471, 547 482, 246 478, 170 4 7 3 ,  184 459, 003 473 , 2 3 9  
2 0 0 ,  .012 1 9 1 ,  .697 1 8 2 ,  . 2 9 7  1 7 3 ,  .777 163, .711 167 , 4 5 2  
79; .101 130, .481 121; .473 112. . 8 9 9  1 0 0 ,  .574 8 8  ,662 
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size classes, only firms with 1,000 to 1,999 acres and firms 
with 2,000 or more acres, showed an increase in the number 
of firms. The number of firms in each of the other ten size 
.  [ 6 0 ]  
classes decreased. 
For purposes of the 197 4 Census, a farm was defined as 
a place where agricultural operations were conducted during 
the year and the sale of agricultural products amounted, or 
normally would amount, to $1,000.'"^^^ If the minimum sales 
level is raised from $1,000 per year to $2,500 to eliminate 
entities with nominal levels of production, the total number 
of farms in 1974 is decreased from 2,314,013 to 1,695,047. 
Table 2.3 sets forth the total number of farms in the United 
States during the period 1950 to 1974 with sales of $2,500 
[52] 
ana over. 
Entities which have sales amounting to less than $2,500 
oer year - accouriL Zol 26.7% of cî'iê Tcuijiis - uûL accouriL for 
only 1.1% of the land in farms, and 1.1% of the value of 
agriculture products sold (see Table 2.4).^^^^ Although the 
entities are significant in an absolute number sense, they 
are not a significant factor in the agriculture industry 
either in terms of resources controlled or output produced. 
The principal source of income for families involved with 
r 6-i ] 
those entities was probably from an off-farm source. 
The 19 69 and 137 4 census stratified farms as either hav 
" ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ A ' —i —^ m ^ ^ J— .... ^ ^ Cr ^ ^ CDOjLcro wj. c: L-iichi 11 — 
Table 2.3. Farms with sales of $2,500 and over: 1950 to 
1974 
Increase or decrease 
(-) from preceding 
Farms Farms Percent 
1974 1,695,047 -38,636 — 2.2 
1969 1,733,683 -83,757 — 4.6 
1964 1,817,440 -249,623 -12.1 
1959 2,067,063 -37,398 -1.8 
1954a 2,101,842 13,947 . 7 
19503 2,090,018 — 
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, 1974 Census of Agriculture, vol. 2, pt. 2, 1-18. 
^Coterminous United States. 
Table 2.4. Characteristics of farms with sales under $2,500: 
1974 
Farms with Sales Percent of 
All Farms Under $2,500 All Farms 
Number of Farms 2 , 3 1 4  .013 618, 966 26 .7 
Land in Farms 1 , 0 1 7  , 0 3 0  , 3 5 7  111 , 3 9 0 ,  250 1 .1 
T T ^  T • . A y». T" —* V» /«3 —» V ^ w a_ u—> M A * 
Buildings, $1,000 342 , 0 9 8  ,790 33 , 2 0 9 ,  159 . 3 
Market Value of Ag 
Products Sold, 
$1,000 31 ,531 ,026 n o n  Zf ^  ^ f 721 1 
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the 
Census, 197 4 Census of Agriculture, vol. 2, Statistics by 
Subject, pt. 5, Tenure, Type of Organization, Contracts, 
Operator Characteristics, Frinczpal occupation, p. 1-51. 
** 
siderably more data were presented for farms with sales 
above $2,500. Farms with sales above $2,500 were further 
stratified with the size classes as set forth in Table 
2.5.^^^^ Note, no adjustments are made for inflation be­
tween time periods. 
From the data in Table 2.5, it should be noted that 
the only two size classes which show an increase in the 
number of firms contained within the size class are the 
size classes with sales from $40,000 to $99,000 and sales 
of over $100.-000- Those two size classes represent only 
20.6% of all farm firms but account for 78.3% of total 
sales. 
Although the number of farms with sales below $40,000 
will probably continue to decline, the rate will not be rapid. 
The reason is that farm families who live on smaller farms 
often have off-farm employment and sources of income. 
For example, of the families with income between $2,500 and 
$4,399, 21% reported off-farm income.'" ' Rather than going 
out of business, farm families who operate nonoptimal sized 
entities may choose to supplement farm income with off-farm 
[68] T-i c: o m •! < -^n 4-1 
process shall be carried out over a period of 
many years. The merging of the nonoptimal entity will most 
likely take place at rime of retirement or death. The result 
is that in agriculture adjustment does not take place rapidly, 
4 2 
siderably more data were presented for farms with sales 
above $2,500. Farms with sales above $2,500 were further 
stratified with the size classes as set forth in Table 
2.5.^^^^ Note, no adjustments are made for inflation be­
tween time periods. 
From the data in Table 2.5, it should be noted that 
the only two size classes which show an increase in the 
number of firms contained within the size class are the 
size classes with sales from $40,000 to $99,000 and sales 
of over $100,-000. Those two size classes represent only 
20.5% of all farm firms but account for 78.3% of total 
sales. 
Although the number of farms with sales below $40,000 
will probably continue to decline, the rate will not be rapid. 
The reason is that farm families who live on smaller farms 
often have off-farm, employment and sources of income. 
For example, of the families with income between $2,500 and 
out of business, farm families who operate nonoptimal sized 
entities may choose to supplement farm income with off-farm 
'—1 • - ww  ^ i- ^\ 4— -i- v. . y-n 1 ^ , 1 -% f • 4— t t j ^ v\ ct ^ 1 1 d "t 1 % 7 
the adjustment process shall be carried cut over a period of 
many years. The merging of the nonoptimal entity will most 
likely take place at time of retirement or death. The result 
is that in agriculture adjustment does not take place rapidly. 
Table 2.5. Percent distribution of farm firms; percent distribution of sales of 
f(irm firms, by sisiG class: 1974 and 1969 
Number oi; Farms 
~T974 
Under $ 2,500 6 4 9 , 4 4 8  
$2,500 to $ 4 , 9 9 9  257,263 
5^,000 to $ 9 , 9 9 9  296,373 
$]0,000 to $ 1 9 , 9 9 9  310,011 
$20,000 to $ 3 9 , 9 9 9  321,771 
$40,000 to $ 9 9 , 9 9 9  324,310 
$]00,000 and ever 15 2,599 
Abnormal r'arm.'j 2,238 
1,031,638 
357,992 
390,425 
3 9 5 , 4 7 2  
330,992 
169,694 
5 1 , 9 9 5  
2,111 
Percent Distribution Percent Distribution 
of Value of Agriculture 
the Number of Farms Products Sold 
1974 
2 8 .  0  
11.1 
1 2 . 8  
13.5 
13.9 
14 . 0 
6 .  6  
0.1 
1969 
37.8 
13.1 
14 
14 
12 
6 , 
1, 
0, 
1974 
0.9 
1.1 
2 . 6  
5.5 
11. 3 
24.7 
53.6 
0.3 
1969 
2 . 2  
2 . 8  
6 . 2  
12.5 
20. 3 
22.1 
33.6 
0.3 
Total 2,314,013 2,730,250 100.0 100.0 1 0 0 . 0  1 0 0 . 0  
SOURCE : U.S., Department, of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1974 Census of 
Aciricultui(î, vol. 2, pt. 7, pp. 28-3 3. 
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The wide disparity in the size of farm firms and production 
practices is evidence that adjustment does in fact take 
place slowly. 
Although the number of farms in the size class with 
sales of $40,000 to $99,000 is increasing, it is probable 
that farm numbers in that size class will eventually de­
cline. Note it would be possible to generate $40,000 to 
$100,000 of income from an Iowa cash grain.farm with 200 
to 500 acres. Presently, the average sized Iowa farm is 260 
[691 
acres. 
To get an idea of what the structure of agriculture 
will be and the nature of the firms which will survive, 
attention should be focused on those firms with sales of over 
$100,000. Firms with sales greater than $100,000 have been 
d e s i g n a t e d  b y  t h e  c e n s u s  a s  " l a r g e - s c a l e "  f i r m s . B e ­
cause of the substantial lag time which is characteristic 
of adjus'cinenT; in agriculturethe forces whiuh shall ucusc 
the structure of agriculture to move toward "large-scale" 
4 -v-i-n c" vv /r» 4- /—\ -*— c" <-\rn d 4- "î m u r\t.t -k % ^ 
adjustment process will take place is net known. 3y observ-
ing the rate at which large-scale firms are increasing and 
the amount of production they account for, one can gain in­
sight as to the speed with which the adjustment process is 
taking place. 
' i ' <3 ^ ^ m ^ "l-x 1 ^ o ^ v* ^ ^ -j— t» ^ 'v~ /-» o — «"• t* 1 o " ^ 
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accounted for 33.5% of total farm sales in 1969 and 53.6% 
of total farm sales in 1974—a 60% increase. The 1979 cen­
sus data should be observed to see if the rapid movement 
towards "large-scale" farms which took place between 19 69 
and 1974 continued for the period between 1974 through 
1^79^[71] 
To reflect the adjustment process which is taking place 
e "large-scale" farm size class, the firms within 
the "large-scale" category were further stratified as set 
forth in Table 2.6. 
Different types of agriculture production are not char­
acterized by the same economies of size. To this point the 
analysis of the structure of agriculture has been in the 
aggregate. By observing the percentage of sales attributed 
to large scale firms on a commodity by commodity basis, one 
observes that there is a vast difference in the level of con­
centration within agriculture (see Table 2.7). The agricul­
ture commodities characterized by the highest level of con­
centration are specialty crops, poultry and catrle produc­
tion. 
Table 2.6. Large-scale farms by value of sales: 197 4 and 1969 
Farms Sales 
Fa cms With Sales of 
$100,000 and Over 
Fa cms 
$100,000 to $199,999 
$200,000 to $299,999 
$300,000 to $4 99,999 
$500,000 to $699,999 
$700,000 to $999,999 
$1,000,000 to $4,999,999 
$5,000,000 to $9,999,999 
$10,0 00,00 0 or over 
Number 
1974 
152,599 
11)1,153 
:!5,091 
:.4,94 3 
4 , 660 
2,711 
3,486) 
1969 
51,995 
3 5 , 3 0 8  
7 ,926 
4,682 
1,531 
9 6 2  
315-j-- 1,58 6 
2 4 0 )  
Percent 
1974 
100.0 
66 
16, 
9, 
3. 
1 .  
2 .  
3 
4 
8 
1 
8 
3 
2 
2 
1 0 0 . 0  
67. 9 
15.2 
9.0 
2 . 9  
1.9 
3.0 
Total 
(billions) Percent 
1969 1974 1969 
43.7 
13.8 
6.0 
5, 
2, 
2 .  
6 ,  
2 .  
4 . 
1974 
6 
7 
2 
5) 
4  
7) 
15.3 
4.7 
1.9 
1.8 
. 9 
. 8 
5.2 
100. 0 
31. 5 
13.8 
12.9 
6. 2 
5.1 
14 .9) 
4 .8| 
10. 7) 
1969 
100.0 
31.0 
12. 4 
11, 
5, 
5, 
5 
8 
2 
34.1 
SOURCE: U.S., Depar 1:men': of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 197 4 Census of 
Agc^^uJLtuire, vol . 2, pt. 7, p, 19. 
Table 2.1. Comparison of market value of agricultural products sold: 1974 
Farms with Sales 
oE $2,500 and Over 
Large-scale Farms 
Farms 
Sales 
(billion 
dollars) Farms 
Sales 
(billion 
dollars) 
Percent of Farms 
With Sales of 
$2,500 and Over 
Farms Sales 
Tot^l market value of agri­
cultural products sold 
Cro^>, excluding forest 
Grelins 
Tobacco 
Cotton & cottonseed 
Field seeds, hay, forage 
f< silage 
Othier field cirops 
Vegel:ables, sweet corn, & 
melons 
Fruits, nuts, & berries 
Nursery & greenhouse prod. 
Forait products 
Live£>tx>c^k, poultry, & thei.r 
products 
Poultry S: poultry products 
Daj.ry products 
Cattle & c:alves 
Hogs 
Sheeg) 
Othei' livestock & livestock 
products! 
SOURCE: U.S., Department 
f vol. 2, pt. 7, p. 
,968,862 
125,041 
246,973 
,071,713 
393,279 
81,394 
50,262 
3 8 ,  
6. 
8 ,  
18, 
5, 
179,075 
20,461 
20,571 
90,697 
37,424 
5,968 
3,954 
2 2 . 2  
4.9 
3 .  0  
11.9 
2 . 0  
. 2 
. 2  
1,695,047 CO
 
o
 
6 152,599 43. 7 9.0 54. 2 
1,306,512 41. 5 ( N A )  21. 4 (NA) 51. 6 
1,017,933 24. 6 105,330 10. 3 10.3 41. 9 
150,665 1. 7 4,979 « 3 3.3 17. 6 
80,025 2. 3 13,694 1. 5 17.1 65. 2 
347,972 2. 0 28,647 8 8.2 39. 9 
70,690 3. 9 17,200 3. 2 2 4 . 3  8 2 .  1 
55,736 2. 3 9,710 1. 9 17.4 82. 6 
67,639 2. 9 8,584 1. 9 12.9 65. 5 
2 3 , 9 4 2  1. 7 4,080 1. 3 17.0 76. 5 
56,164 2 4,274 • 1 7.6 30. 3 
9 
16 
8 
8 
9 
7 
1 
4 
3 
5 
5 
3 
7 . 9 
57 .1 
79.0 
36.6 
65.0 
37.0 
53.0 
54 . 3 
of Commerce, 
19. 
Bureau of the Census, 1974 Census of 
-o 
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Vertical Coordination 
Table 2.8, which was taken from a study by Mighell and 
Hoofnagle, indicates that there was very little increase in 
the amount of vertical coordination with respect to farm out­
put between 19 50 and 197 0. Table 2.9 summarizes the percent 
of various types of farm output which is produced either 
under contract or by vertically integrated firms. Given that 
the extent that vertical coordination of farm output remained 
relatively constant during the 19 60s, the decrease in farm 
(^nt-tr>rt 4-"% a i 1 <4 a 4- 4- -k- 4 Vm i 4- a "K 1 a 4- r\ 
[ 7 A 1  
other than vertical integration. 
Tenure 
The size of farms and thereby the ultimate structure of 
agriculture is influenced by the tenure arrangements pursuant 
to which farms are owned and operated. For firms which are 
not operating at an optimal size, purchase of additional land 
u iLica.^ ivc ciii cj- u - - L v - - u  w c i _ y  v  c  c i i i  u  - m i d  _ L  
unit.^^^^ Alternatively, it might be more efficient to rent 
additional land input in the short run to achieve an optimal 
52.300. iriiij.'t 5.T1O. upon S-Cnsn opuj-rp.o._L szzc 
could be substituted for rented land. 
tenure arrangements whereby the land input was owned by the 
family which operated it.^^^ The data as set forth in 
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Table 2.8. Estimated percentage of total farm output pro­
duced under production contracts, vertical 
integration, and both combined, 1960 and 1970 
Kind of Coordination 
1Qfin 1 Q7 n 
Production contracts^ 15.1 17.2 
Vertical integration^ 3.9 4.8 
Both 19.0 22.0 
SOURCE: U.S., Department of Agriculture, Economic Re­
search Service, Contract Production and Vertical Integration 
in Farming 1960 and 1970; by Ronald L. Mighell and William S. 
Hoofnagle, p. 71. 
^Totals for production contracts and vertical integra­
tion in this table were obtained by combining the total esti­
mates for crops and livestock after adjusting for double 
counting of farm-produced feed crops consumed by livestock. 
As in the ERS index of total farm output, crops represent 
two-thirds of the final weight and livestock one-third. 
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Table 2.9. Crops: Estimated percentage of output produced 
under production contracts and under vertical 
integration. United States, 1960 and 197 0 
Production Vertical 
Crop Contracts Integration 
1960 1970 1960 1970 
Percent 
Feed grains 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.5 
Hay and forage . 3 . 3 — 
Food grains 1.0 2. 0 - 3 . 5 
Vegetables for fresh market 20. 0 21. 0 25.0 30.0 
Vegetables for processing 67. 0 85.0 8.0 10.0 
Dry beans and peas 35.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Potatoes 40.0 45.0 30.0 25.0 
Citrus fruits 60.0 55.0 20. 0 30.0 
Other fruits and nuts 20. 0 20.0 15.0 20.0 
Sugarbeets 98.0 98. 0 2.0 2.0 
Sugarcane 40.0 40.0 60.0 60.0 
Other sugar crops 5. 0 5.0 2.0 2.0 
Cotton 5.0 11.0 3.0 1.0 
Tobacco 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 
Oil bearing crops 1.0 1.0 .4 . 5 
Seed crops 80.0 80.0 .3 . 5 
Miscellaneous crops 5.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 
Î cr " ^ ^ ^ s»/ »-/ o 8 5 9. 5 4.3 4.8 
t  t  t - > .  t t  / - •  t " s  _  —  1  
; u . o .  ^ uepai- L-IUCJ .'I'c of Agrj-culture. Economic Re— 
search Service, Contract Production an d Vert ical Integr ation 
in Farming 1960 and 197 0, by Konald J--. Mighe 11 and Will iam. S. 
Kooînagle, p. 71. 
"•The estimates for individual items are based on the 
informed judgments of a number of production and marketing 
specialists in the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The totals 
were obtained by weighing the individual items by the relative 
weights used in computing the EES index of total farm output. 
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Table 2.10 would seem to indicate that national policy ob­
jectives are being achieved. The combined percentage of 
farms v/hich are defined as "full owner" and "part owner" 
farms has increased from 56.7% in 1930 to 88.6% in 1974, 
compared to a decrease in "tenant" operated farms from 
42.4% in 1930 to 11.4% in 1974. 
During the period from 1930 through 19 64, the propor­
tion of farms defined as "full owner" increased at the most 
rapid rate. The proportion of "full owner" farms increased 
from 57.6% in 13 64 to 62.5% in 1969, and the proportion of 
land farmed by "part owner" farms during the same period in­
creased from 28.7% to 35.3%. During the same period, the 
proportion of "part owner" farms decreased 1% and the pro­
portion of land farmed by "part owner" farms increased from 
48.0% to 51.7%. The movement toward "full owner" farms dur­
ing that five-year period could indicate that more farm firms 
were achieving optimal size and were substituting rented land 
with purchased land. During the following five-year period, 
from 1969 to 1974, the proportions remained relatively con­
stant with "part owner" farms showing the greatest increases. 
The precipitous increase in farm land prices during the 
period from 1974 through 1979 will probably be reflected in 
the 197 9 census data by showing the greatest proportion in­
creases in the "part owner" farms. 
Table 2.10. Percentage ol: faims and land in farms by tenure of operator for the 
United States.', 19 30 to 1974 
FuJ.l Owner Part Owner Tenant Manager Total 
Yeai: Farms Land Farms Land Farms Land Farms Land Farms Land 
1 9 / 4  6 1 .  5 35. 3 27 . 1 52. 6 11.4 12.1 (NA) ( N A )  100.0 100. 0 
19(19 6 2 .  5 35. 3 2 4 . 6  51. 7 12.9 13.0 (NA) (NA) 100.0 100. 0 
L9(i4 57. 6 2 8 .  7 24.7 4 8,0 17.1 13 . 1 0. 6 10.2 100. 0 100. 0 
19'i9 57.. 1 3 0  .  9 2 2 . 5  4 4.9 19.8 14 . 5 0.6 9.6 100.0 100. 0 
L9!i4 57 .. 4 34. 2 18. 2 4  0.7 24.0 16.4 0.4 8 . 6 100.0 100. 0 
L9!;0 57. 4 36. 2 15.3 3 6.5 2 6 . 8  1 8 . 3  0 . 4  9.1 100.0 100. 0 
L9A0 50. 6 36. 0 10. 1 2 8 . 3  38.7 29.4 0.6 6 . 3  100.0 100. 0 
1 9  1 0  4 6 .  3 37. 7 10. 4 2 4 . 9  42.4 31. 1 0.9 6.3 100.0 100. 0 
SOURCF , U.S. f Depaitment of Commerce, Bureau of Census , 1974 Census of 
/Vjiiculturei f vol. 2, pt. 3, p. 1-6. John F . Timmons, "Tenure and Size," p. 2 3 6 .  
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Organizational Structure 
A farm firm is typically operated under one of the fol­
lowing three basic forms of organizational structure: 1) 
sole proprietorship, 2) partnership or 3) corporation. Table 
2.11 summarizes the proportion of farms by type of organiza­
tional structure as of 1974 and 19 69. During the period be­
tween 19 69 and 1974, there did not appear to be any signifi­
cant shifts either to or away from one organizational struc-
r 7 81 
ture to another. 
Organizational structure should not be a factor which 
significantly affects the structure of agriculture. There is 
nothing which prevents a family farm from being operated as a 
partnership, limited partnership or corporation. However, 
there does seem to be a perception by the general public and 
some policy makers that organizational structure can be a 
lO XIJL£ JUJail i_ JLcujCui XJi uaut)j.iiu Cnc uciiixac ui. uiic 
farm." This concern is manifested by state legislation 
which limits the involvement of corporations and, in some 
instances, limited partnership involvement in agriculture. 
The principal way organizational structure can be a 
factor which enables firms to achieve larger size is by 
facilitating the separation of ownership and management. 
By providing vehicles which permit passive investment, it 
becomes easier to amass sufficient capital to finance firms 
wiixv uc c: j_ i. j_v_ x cii j. v wn ov»,a.a.co* 
Table 2.11. Forcent of farms by type of organization: 197 4 and 1969 
United States Northeast North Central South 
.1974 1969 1974 1969 1974 1969 1974 1969 1974 1969 
All farms 100. 0 100. 0 IOC , . 0 100. 0 100 . 0 100. 0 100. 0 100. 0 
o
 
1 
S
 
! 
0 100. 0 
rnclivi.dual &9. 5 8 5 . 4  8Î . , 3 87 . 3 90. 0 85. 7 90. 3 
LO CO 
4 
CO 
7 8 3 .  2 
Paj-tner ship 8. 6 12.8 1 . 6 10. 4 8. 8 13. 2 7. 9 12. 6 9 . 9 12. 8 
Corpoiation 1. 7 1.2 À , 9 1. 8 1. 0 • 6 1. !5 1. 4 5. 0 3. 3 
Other 2 . (i . 2 • 5 . 2 • 5 • 3 • 7 • 4 • 7 
SOURCIC; U.S. / De)3a]rtment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 1974 Census of 
Agriculture, vol. 2, pt. 3, p. 1-6. 
Purchased inputs 
The discussion in Chapter 1 concerning disintegration 
suggested that as a firm increases the utilization of pur­
chased inputs.- the breadth of economic activities carried 
out by the firm decreases. In agriculture there has been 
a steady increase in the amount of purchased inputs utilized 
in the production process. 
The data in Table 2.12 show that the significance of 
the labor input has steadily declined since 1910, land has 
remained constant, while purchased machinery, feed and chem­
icals have steadily increased. The changes in the composi­
tion of inputs utilized by farms, as reflected by Table 2.12, 
are attributable to improvements in technology. It is also 
probable that the improvements in technology simultaneously 
caused a vertical disintegration of processes carried on by 
the farm firm. Tn 1910. purchased machines and feed were a 
relatively small portion of the mix of inputs utilized by 
the farm firm. At that time, farm power and equipment, as 
[ 7 9 
well as livestock feed, were manufactured by the farm firm. 
Due to improvements in technology, the importance of labor 
îiâ5 dj-minisiisci. g-TxCL tiXiG iiTipoms-ncS cr purcnassu lie.s 
4 Q 
Table 2.12. Indexes of total farm input and major input sub­
groups, United States, 1910 to 1977 (1967 = 100) 
Total Input 
^ Non , r arni^ rarrâ 
All purchased Purchased^ Labor Estate® 
1950 104 150 
1951 107 153 
1952 107 150 
1953 106 148 
1954 105 146 
1955 105 143 
1956 103 138 
1957 101 131 
1958 100 127 
70 217 105 
73 218 105 
75 208 105 
75 200 105 
75 192 105 
76 185 105 
77 174 102 
77 162 102 
80 151 101 
^Measured in constant dollars. 
^Includes operator and unpaid family labor, and operator-
owned real estate and other capital inputs. 
^Includes all inputs other than nonpurchased inputs. 
^Includes hired, operator, and unpaid family labor. 
^Includes all land in farms, service buildings, grazing 
fees, and repairs on service buildings. 
~Includes in-erest and depreciation on mechanical power 
and machinery, repairs, licenses, and fuel. 
^Includes fertilizer, lime, and pesticides. 
^Includes nonfarm value of feed, seed, and livestock 
"Includes real estate and personal property taxes, and 
interest on livestock and crop inventory. 
-'includes such things as insurance, telephone, veteri-
^ ^ —, ."3 -» ^ /-» tv* ^ 4— *1 o t o 1 i CI ^ f W W 11 L» Ci ^  i i v_ ^ O f *. a * ^ - " — — — — — — — • 
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Mechanical Agricul- Feed, Seed 
Power ancL tural & Lives Lock Taxes and, Tviscel-. 
Machinery Chemicals^ Purchases^ Interest^ laneous^ 
84  
90  
94  
9 6  
9 6  
9 8  
9 7  
98 
2 9  
32 
35 
3 6  
37 
41 
41 
49 
63  
67  
69  
69  
71 
72 
75 
74 
8 4  
82 
82 
8 5  
8 6  
85 
88 
87 
8 6  
9 3  
87 
93 
93 
92 
90 
94 
90 
94 
103 
Table 2.12. (Continued) 
Total Input 
Non- , _ Farm, Farm Real 
„--a - - b _ , -C _ . a All purcnasea rurcnasea ijàûor ascace 
1960 101 119 
1961 100 116 
1962 100 113 
1963 100 110 
1964 100 108 
1965 98 103 
1966 98 100 
1967 100 100 
1968 100 99 
1969 99 98 
1970 100 97 
1971 100 95 
1972 100 93 
1973 101 93 
1y/4 lu0 9 5 
1975 100 92 
1976 102 90 
V 
ii? / / xu J Ob 
86  145  100  
87  139  100  
8 9  1 3 3  1 0 0  
91  129  100  
93  122  100  
93  110  99  
96  103  99  
100 100 100 
101  97  99  
101  93  98  
102  89  101  
1 0 5  8 6  9 9  
106  82  98  
108  80  97  
j -OS 7  3  S3  
107  7  6  S5  
115 93 97 
Preliminary. 
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Mechanical Agricul- Feed, Seed 
Power and tural & Livestock Taxes and Miscel-. 
Machinery^ Chemicals? Purchases^ Interest^ laneous^ 
94 
94 
93 
93 
94 
95 
100 
101 
101 
100 
102 
101 
105 
113 
115 
116 
53 
58 
65 
71 
75 
85 
100 
105 
111 
115 
124 
131 
136 
12 / 
14 5 
151 
88 
90 
90 
92 
93 
97 
100 
97 
101 
104 
111 
113 
116 
101 
110 
110 
94 
95 
96 
9 8  
99 
100 
100 
1 Ù Û  
101 
100 
100 
9 9  
100 
100 
101 
101 
101 
9 9  
105 
108 
109 
113 
109 
1C4 
100 
106 
105 
109 
108 
115 
111 
110 
104 
115 
126 
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SUMMARY 
From the data presented the following observations are 
made : 
1. In absolute numbers, the greatest migration from 
the farm has already taken place. Between 1935 and 
1974, the number of farm firms decreased by 
4,498,337 firms, leaving 2,314,013 firms. 
2. Although the number of firms has decreased and firm 
size has increased, the agriculture industry is 
still characterized by a large number of relatively 
small units. 
3. The largest concentration of production in agri­
culture is in the production of specialty crops, 
poultry and cattle. The high concentration of 
livestock may result in livestock production 
eventually being separated from production related 
to the land. 
4. The sole proprietorship is the most common form of 
organizational structure. 
5. Most farm firms both own and renr land. The number 
of farm firms which exclusively ren- land has 
steadily decreased. 
6. There is great disparity in the size of firms which 
carry out the production of agriculture goods, which 
60b 
probably results from the slow adjustment process 
within agriculture. 
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CHAPTER 3: THE MODEL 
The discussion in Chapters 1 and 2 presents a historical 
account of how the structure of the agriculture industry nas 
changed- and the economic factors which ha-^-e caused that 
change. From the data presented in Chapter 2, it is clear 
that significant structural changes have taken place in ag­
riculture. Assuming that the economic factors discussed in 
Chapter 1 have not and will, not remain static, it is proba­
ble that significant change shall continue to take place 
within the industry. 
The magnitude and the rate of change in the structure of 
the agriculture industry would be of considerable interest to 
farmers, farm input suppliers, farm output suppliers, rural 
communities, policymakers and ultimately, consumers. Related 
thereto, it would be useful if a relationship between economic 
f;3r'"ror-c: wn r^h c; r r-n r"r n r-p 1 ;^"nn -rno ^nn 
rate of structural change could be determined. 
Three general forms of mathematical models could be ap­
plied to the problem: (1) purely deterministic, (2) static 
or deterministic with simple random components and (3) sto­
chastic.'"""' One author observed that the forces determining 
rhe disrriburion of firm sizes wi%hin a particular industry 
are so varied and so complex that any theoretical attempt to 
portray the effects of their interactions must of necessity 
be either drascically simplified or else, hopelessly corupli-
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[811 
cated. It was suggested that the movement of firms be­
tween size classes was a stochastic process which could be 
r p p 1 
explained by one of a variety of Markov processes. A 
stochastic process is defined as a process which develops in 
r o o ] 
time and/or space according to probabilistic laws. Since 
the outcomes of a stochastic process are not deterministic, 
the problem is one of attaching probabilities to the outcomes 
or setting forth probability distributions of the outcomes. 
This dissertation will examine the application of 
Markov processes to the movement of farm, firms between size 
classes. The discussion shall begin by a general analysis of 
the Markov process followed by a summary of the techniques 
which shall be utilized to estimate the transition probabil­
ities of the Markov processes which shall be applied. 
Basic to all Markov processes is the transition matrix 
the elements of which are individual probabilities of moving 
from one state to another state during a specified time per-
tor which contains the distribution of an economic variable 
of interest by state for a specified time period. The result 
nomic variable by state in time period t -h 1. Note, for the 
problem at hand, farm firms could be divided into size classes 
based on a predetermined characteristic such as acres per 
farm. If probabilities could be assigned to the transition 
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matrix, the distribution of farm firms by size class in future 
time periods could be traced by recursively multiplying the 
transition matrix times the most recent distribution of farms 
by size class. 
[1] P = transition matrix p^^ . . . p^^ 
Pri • '  • Pj-j-
[2] r = number of size classes. The transition matrix 
P will be of size r x r. 
[3] p.. = the probability of moving farm size class i 
to size class j during a time period. 
[4] Xq = vector of farm firms by size class in the 
initial time period. 
[5] X^P = X^, the distribution of farm firms by size 
class in time period t. 
jLiiCJ. c d j_ c \-i J. J. CJ-di u uvwca wj_ riaj. v -s-aam 
upon the characteristics of the stochastic process which is 
being examined. A Markov process may be any permutation of 
the following characteristics: i) whether the Markov states 
are finite or infinite, ii) whether the transition probabil­
ities are stationary or nonstationary, iii) whether the time 
variable is continuous or discrete or iv) whether the outcomes 
are first order which means that the probability distribution 
cl-i o li uv-v-ziiic; a u-l j-ci-i. wn 
w.xxc l-c-u v k^.1. cv-4. ^ a «_ -l_ ci. . 
higher order, the outcome would depend on the outcomes of more 
than one prior time period. 
Assuming that the movement of farm firms between size 
classes is a stochastic process, the Markov process which most 
closely refelcts the economic nature of the problem is a first 
order, finite, Markov chain with discrete time periods. It is 
less clear as to whether it is reasonable to assume that the 
transition matrix is stationary. Factors such as technologi­
cal developments, shifts in the demand and supply functions, 
and changing industry structure may causa the transition prob­
abilities to be nonstationary or in other words, to change 
from time period to time period. Recognizing this possibil­
ity, both a stationary and nonstationary Markov process shall 
be applied. 
The Model for a First Order, Finite, Discrete, 
Stationary Markov Process - Estimated from Micro Data 
The model and the characteristics of the model are def-
initionally set forth as follows: 
[6] Sj_ = the i^^ outcome or state. There are a finite 
nnmher of outcomes or states s.(i . . . r), 
which random variable x^(t = 07 1, 2 . . . T) 
may take in T discrete equidistant time per­
iods . 
[7] Pr [x^ = s^^ i = Sit-1' %t- 2  "  Sit- 2 '  '  '  '  
X o  =  =  P r  [ X ^  =  S i t  I  X t - 1  ^ i t - 1 ^  
for all t f which means the process is a 
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[8] P = [Pijt| = the r X r matrix of transition prob­
abilities, where Pijt represents the probabil­
ity that outcome Sj will result during the t^h 
time period given that outcome s^ occurred 
during the (t-l)th time period. 
[9] X_ = the initial starting state vector or initial 
^ configuration of individuals in the r states, 
where x^j^ represents the number of elements in 
Sj_ during time period t = 0. 
[10] = [x^^] = the configuration vec tor. 
[11] n^^ = the number of elements in sduring period 
(t-1) which moved to Sj during time period t. 
[12] p... > 0 for all i, j, t. 
i J U — 
r 
[13] Z p.. = 1 for all i and t. 
j=l 
[14] X_|_ = XqP, is the future time path of the sto­
chastic process. 
It was suggested by Anderson and Goodman that the maxi­
mum likelihood estimator technique could be used to estimate 
the transition probabilities of elements moving between size 
r S h 1 
states. The maximum likelihood estimator for an indi-
v jlli lid _l ui. cllis-l u j-v-zii ^ci-l j_-l u 
"ijt / -ijt 
u—x / j — j- c -l 
Note, in order to estimate the transition matrix, it is 
necessary to have historical micro data which indicate the 
number of elements which move from state i to state j during 
each time oeriod. One of the nro^iems of aoolvinc: the model 
to the movement of farm firms between size classes, is that 
there is little available data. The data which are available 
are aggregate data which indicate the number of firms in a 
size class at the end of a time period. The data do not in­
dicate the number of individual firms which moved from class 
to class. 
The Model for a First Order, Finite, Discrete, 
Stationary Markov Process - Estimated from Aggregate Data 
Micro data which reflect the movement of elements from 
state to state in successive time periods, will not always be 
available. As noted, this is particularly true in the case of 
movement of firms from size class to size class during succes­
sive time periods. The data which are available indicate the 
number of firms by size class at successive equidistant time 
intervals. Little data are available to indicate how many 
firms move from size class i to size class j during time 
period t. 
In an article by Lee and Judge^°'^ and in a text by Lee, 
Judge and Zellner,"^^' the authors combined the efforts of 
mt_iic>r - ^^—c^dman i-91] and 
to set forth a model which could be used to estimate transi­
tion probabilities from aggregate proportion data. The model 
addresses the situation where n^^^ sample observations are 
not available. What is known, is aggregate outcome data. 
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Hj ^ and the total number of elements which are being 
r 
observed, i n From the aggregate data, the pro-
j=l 
portion of elements in each state in time period t can be 
determined. 
[16] Yjt = njt 
r 
% njt j = l 
The assumption of first order conditional probability is 
restated as follows: 
[17] Pr(xt_i = Si, = Sj) = ?r(x^_3_ = Si)Fr(xt = Sj j 
= Si) 
By applying the generalized law of addition to equation [17], 
the equation as set forth in [18] can be generated. 
r 
[18] ?r (xt ^  Sj) = Pr(xt_i = Si)Pr(x^ = Sj'• x^_j_ = s^) 
t.t "i /"• vn o v-% -v . f—» -t- —» -t- «#3 —» /-• f 1 t ç» » 
r 
t = :r_i "^ilt-D.-ij 
wnere the q^^ and Çi(t-i) represent the unconditional proba­
bilities Pr(xt = Sj) and Pr(X(t-l) = Sj_) respectively. It is 
-3^5 — ^ WX-/OC:J- veut y j_ w y w u_LWiia j "î" V ^ — 1 ) ITl&y 00 
used as estimates for the unconditional probabilities. With 
the substitution of the observed proportions and the addition 
O T" a^r» -ho vm TIOT y.,/-», ^ 1 ^  l— ^  J xz ^  • 
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[20] Yjt - (t-l)Pij + ^jt 
Equation [20] can be rewritten in condensed form for yj for 
all T. 
[21] Yj = xj • Pj + Uj 
[22] y-j is a (T x 1) vector of observed sample propor­
tions . 
[ 2 2 ]  
^ii 
yi2 
1 
V. 
[23] Xj [T X r] matrix of sample proportions 
[23] V. 
10 
^11 = 
V 20 
^21 
- ro 
Yrl 
-i(T-i) VV- \ I 
- 4- v u. j. / [ 
[24] Pt is a (r x 1) vector of unknown transitio: 
probabilities which are to be estimated. 
r 9/11 roi ^  I 
». - - j 1 - u. j i 
iP2Jj 
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[25] Uj is a (T X 1) vector of error terms 
[25] ] 1 
j 2 
hd 
The assumptions for the error term vector Uj are as follows: 
[26] E (Uj) = 0 
[27] E(ujuj') = 9, a (T X T) covariance matrix. 
The model can be further rewritten to re'lect all yj's for each 
of the T time periods. 
[28] y = Xo + u 
The equation set forth in [28] can be rewritten in the follow­
ing matrix format: 
291 [yi 
1 V 1 1 1 - ^ 1  
lYi 
pi 
L 
x_ 
r Pii [ uii 
1 I 
J ^ ^ J 
LPrj 
I I 
1 I _ I 
i - i 
[30] y is a (rT x 1) vector of sample proportions, where 
e a c n  y j  i s  a  ( T  x  i )  v e c t o r  a s  s e t  f o r t h  i n  1 2 2 ] .  
[30] y - 1 y 1 
i Y2 
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[31] X is a (rT x r^) block diagonal matrix with X^ 
= where each Xj is (T x r) matrix of sample propor­
tions as set forth in [23]. 
[31] X = IXi 0 
0 X 
2 • 
0 0 
. ol 
- 0 
X, 
[32] p is a (r'^ x 1) matrix of unknown transition prob­
abilities, where each is a (r x 1) vector of unknown 
transition probabilities where each vector takes the form set 
forth in [24]. 
[32] P = Pi"" 
P2 
I . 
[33] u is a (rT x 1) vector or error terms, where each uj 
-S a (T X 1) vector cf error terms as set forth in [2 5]. 
[33] u 
I • I 
i 1 
[34] E — 0 
[35] E(uu') = a (rT x rT) covariance matrix of the 
-For-rn set forth in f361 . 
r 3 c 1 W = I Wi 1 U*! 
I •X/C 
w 2r 
^rl Vr2 . . . ?rr 
The elements of the covariance matrix are specified as 
follows : 
[37] variance t = t 
nI 
covariance r t ' 
and where the submatrices Yji_j are the size (T x T) in the 
/ 2 
[39] P 
Ni 
9 J J. 6 J ^  
N2 
N, T 
for i ^ i 
It was Miller in 19 52 who first suggested that the transi­
tion probabilities could be estimated by minimizing the sum 
of squared error terms, hereinafter referred to as the 
ordinary least squares technique. ] 
[40] min u'u = (y - Xp)'(y - Xp) 
By setting the sum of the squared error terms equal to zero 
(0) and solving the P, the following estimate for p is pro­
duced . 
[41] p = (X'X)~^X'y 
When the equation in [40] is solved for p, there is no 
assurance that all of the estimated pj_/s will satisfy the dual 
criteria that Pj_j > Q or = 1- (See [12] and [13].) To 
satisfy the requirement that all Pj_-i's are ^  C and to simultan-
eously guarantee that Z d. ^ = l, the following restriction^ 
j -j-
^ o wxa b ^ j * 
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[42] Gp £ no­
where G is a (r X r^) matrix [Ii, I2, • • - Irl with each 
an (r X r) identity matrix, and n^ is an (r x 1) column vector 
with all elements equal to 1. The purpose of [42] is 
insure that I Pi-; =1, j = l ] 
[43] P ^  0, is imposed as a restriction on [40] to 
insure that there are no negative Pij's. 
Solving equation [40] as restricted by [42] and [43] shall 
hereinafter be referred to as estimating restricted station­
ary transition probabilities by the ordinary least 
squares Markov Model. However, it should be noted that in a 
model involving proportions, heteroscedasticity is present. 
The unweighted restricted ordinary least squares estimator 
does not take into account the hetroscedasticity. and is 
thereby inefficient. To deal with the problem, Aitken's 
generalized least squares approach could be applied and the 
 ^Vur* J- .1. W i i w. A i tv >1. Ci Î3 Ù X k i CÂ w vy »»» w' o CL * » 
X ^ ^ Y ' 
1, * — J \  ^a / » » . , 
Since r is a singular (Tr x Tr) covariance matrix, 
does not exist, -thereby appearing that Aitken's generalized 
least square technique could not be employed. However, it 
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was noted by Lee, Judge and Zellner that since the model as 
set forth in [28] is restricted by the requirement that the 
row sums for each yj_ must equal 1, there are redundant var-
rgci 
lables. •* Therefore, there are only r-1 independent obser­
vation vectors yj and r-1 independent parameter vectors pj. 
The model can thereby be reduced as follows: 
143 j 
-"1 
^2 
Xi 
X' 
V 
r-1 X. r-1 
I Pi 
I P2 
Pr-1 
^1 
"^2 
r-1 
The model written in matrix equation form is as 
follows : 
[46] y* = X*p* -f u*, where 
T7 * = V "il m a 4- -X" 4 v 
X* = [T(r-l) X 1] vector. 
p* = [Tr(r-l) X 11 vector. 
U" = [T(r-l) X Ij vector. 
The error term vector u* has the following specifications: 
[47] Eu* - 0 
[48] Eu*u'* = Y* 
vnere is a [ ( r-1 ) Tx ( r-1 ) T] nonsingular block matrix, con-
75 
sisting of (r-l)2 Yj submatrices in the form set forth i 
[49] . 
L4yj Y* -
^11 
^21 
n 
I 
U) 
12 
'22 
r-11 Sr-12 
"lr-1 
^2r-l 
r-l,r-l 
•rne size or rne suDmamces or r* is \ r x t; ana rne eiemenrs 
of each submatrix are specified by [50] and [51]. 
r501 a;1 a;1 1 
N'l 
_ ^j2-^j2 
N 
' 2  
QiTq Il I 
Kr 
for i j 
[51] iQil[l-qiiJ 
O. . 
•Ij 
9i2[1-912] 
Qi? L "T" J 
- -T 
The inverse of Z* is a [(r-l)T x (r-l)T] with (r-1) (r-1) sub 
m A 4" y 4 ga in -f-V^o frx v-m co4- rcol 
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[52] 
Y -1 
^11 
^21 
^12 
W2 2 y2,r-l 
^r-1-r-1 ^r-11 ^r-12 . -
The size of the submatrices of Y* is (T x T) and the elements 
of each submatrix are specified in [53] and [54]. 
[53] r:-i 
! 
Y . . 
9r 2 
QrT I 
[54] r 
I I "J ! 
J J 
1 
"^22 
"rT 9(r-l)T' 
An estimate for p* can be calculated by putting [4 6] in-
quadratic form, and finding the solution for p* which m.ini-
n o  q r ^ j i ' i - r n o r ^  - r r ^ - r -
p* is determined by minimizing the quadrati r "  o [55] 
subject to the restrictions set forth in [56] and [57]. 
[55] Cy* - X*p*)'Y;l(y* - x*p*) 
[56] Rp* < rt^ 
[57] px ^ 0 
The matrix n^^. is a (r x 1) vector of ones, and the matrix R 
is a reduced G matrix of size [r(r-l) x r] which takes the 
form [II, I? f • • • Ir-i] where each I is a r x r identity 
matrix. 
Once p* has been estimated,- the deleted parameter P;v- can 
be estimated by solving the equation set forth in [58]. 
[58] = nr - Rp* 
It should be noted that since the number of estimated 
parameters cannot exceed the number of observations, the 
following must hold: 
[59] r^ < rT or r < T 
r\-Ç CI imm r ^ 1 -Frw a f 4 y c 4- rN>-/^o>- -P 4 4 4- za 
stationary Markov process to estimate transition probabilities 
from macro data, utilizing ordinary least squares, is set 
forth in [60]. 
[60] min (y - Xp) ' (y - Xp) 
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Gp < ilj-
p >_ 0 
and the model for first order finite, discrete, stationary 
Markov process to estimate transition probabilities from 
macro data, utilizing generalized least squares, is set forth 
in [61]. 
[61] min (y* - X*p*)'Y*^^(y* - y*p*) 
subject to 
Rp* 1 
P* 1 0 , and 
pr = nj- - Rp* 
The Model for a First Order, Finite, Discrete, 
Nonstationary Markov Process - Estimated from Aggregate Data 
The assumption of stationary transition probabilities may 
not be appropriate for a model which traces the movement of 
firms between size classes in future time periods. Exogenous 
variables such as changes in technology, shifts in the demand 
and supply functions for the industry's output, shifts in the 
^ •»-» /q o ^ ^ /-* -a- /"-> ^ \ -*«— i— /-* .c v* "w* x-s ^ ^ •• r-» —« —ill 
—'  ^^   ^ C* A * i. i A i X L W V. -t. ^  ^ O  ^ a.  ^ v.. W *. O S./ .i_ w  ^W A X 1 Ct _i_ _L. 
1 tv« v\ -3 ^ -v^ +-V>o v-/-v 1 f ^ t\ i ^ _ w w ^ u. *-/ .1- ^ uw v ju c4 * * ^ x, w 1 i xw w j- c& ^ci.^ ^ x-r w. ^ 
[971 
com.e in any one time period in a sequence of time periods. 
_ 4 -h m 4 rrln 4- "Ko ;ac;QUTnor^ -f-Vio •h>*;=iTnc2-i-}-*îrNT-»;=>1 T^>-r%>>^'KT'î — 
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ties are functions of explanatory variables and that the 
transition probabilities change as the explanatory variables 
chancre 
The nonstationary Markov Process Model is essentially 
the same as the stationary model. The principal difference 
is that a transition matrix is estimated for each time period 
by applying a predetermined functional relationship between 
specified explanatory variables in each time period and each 
of the transition probabilities. 
Assume that the number of movements from state i to 
state j during time period t is determined by exogenous vari­
ables for (i = 1 . . . m) and the number of micro 
elements in state i in the previous time period is determined 
by the following functional relationship: 
yr\ . , . — -P., / r> 17 y , \ 
"ijr "i ir-i; -^1] v^lt'"'2t • • • 
As suggested by Kallbergt^^j and Lee and Judge'-^^,- the transition 
probabilities may be described as a function of the 
[63] ?ijt ~ ^ ij(^It'^21 * * * ^mt' 
The model as formulated by Lee and Judge shall be set 
r t nn 1 
forth in detail.''' The functional relationship between the 
Pii'sand z's is as follows: 
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[64] p.= bijo + bijiZit + + • • • ^ijm^ mt 
V ijt 
The error term has the following characteristics: 
[65] E(Vj_-:^) = 0, or for all t written as 
and, 
- 0 
[66] E(VijtVijt ) = 
ip^^o-d - Pi 44-)/^-; /+._! , for t = t' 
"PijtPijt'/^i (t-1) ' all t 7^ t' 
Assume that the explanatory variables have been observed 
for T time periods. The equation set forth in [64] can be 
written in matrix equation forn for all T tine periods as 
follows : 
[67] Pj_j = Z bj_j + vij 
[ A K 1 7 "ic a f T -v m -i- ~'i ma-r-riv. wn "ir-n OT T~n0 
observed level of each of the m explanatory variables in 
each of the T time periods, and a column vector of ones for 
uc 
-, 
h02 
Z -
Zl2 
Z 1 m 
7—-, 
2m2 
[69] is a (T X 1) vector consisting of the estimate 
of the transition probability Pj_j in each of the T time 
periods. 
r- 1 
?ijl 
Pii2 
[PijTj 
[70] bij is a (m 4-1 x 1) matrix consisting of the param­
eters for each of the m explanatory variables and the inter­
cept term. The parameter bji_j]<^ embodies the functional rela­
tionship between the Pij^ and 
"bijo' 
bijl 
[^ijmj 
[71] v^j is a (T x 1) vector of the error terms 
which correspond to each of the Pij's in each of the T time 
periods. 
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0 
^ijl 
V iiT 
The assumptions concerning the error term are as follows: 
[72] E(vj_j) = 0, and 
r7 7i IT ,'.,4 
-j = ^ij 
Where .Qij is a (T x T) matrix consisting of the elements as 
specified in [74] anci i /bj . 
[74] Piil (1 - Pill) 
n 
ID 
iO 
?ij2(l-Pii2) 
n-; 1 for t = t' 
PijT ^^~PijT' 
r:i "n-l 
j. 
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[75] 
= 
"Pjjl ^ ikl 
^iO 
Pii2 Pik2 
^il for t 7^ t 
PjjT(1-PikT) 
(T-1) 
The expanded model in compact matrix notation is as 
follows : 
[76] p = ZB + V 
[77] p is a (r^T x 1) vector of the variable transition 
probabilities Pijf 
To."! 
1 P2 
I 
1 
! P] 
: f I 4 ; 1 — 1 I P2il 
' r j  
ana p^^ -
- X j 1 i 
Pii2 
P; -Ir 
^ J J. I  
[78] Z is a [r^T X r^im + 1)] block diagonal matrix of 
w-i- uiic 
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Z2 
Z = 
Where is of the form as set forth in [68] . Each Zis 
a [T X m + 1] matrix which contains a column vector of each 
of the observed explanatory variables in T time periods. 
[79] B is a [r^(m +1) x 1] vector of parameters, which 
a l-iic j. -uo. *_/ ic. rvoo^j. 
Pij in each time period T with each explanatory variable. B 
consists of r B-; submatrices of size (r x 1) and each B-j 
consists of (m + 1) Bj_j submatrices of the size [ (m + 1) x 1] 
! Si 
I 32 
i 3. 
1 W J- x->-i — 
I J 
Blj 
B2j 
I 
an u5 . . = 
®ijO 
Bijl 
T'no a c ciTmr-i+-T c r-OT-n i n rr 4- Ho a-rrriT -t-cn^mQ 3TC> Q 
ZOllOWS: 
[80] E l v )  =  0 
[81] E(vv:) = 
•''atvn ci >• o r>-2 
w i u i i  —  o  c a i ^ i u o .  v - o .  - i - w  
r2 T) block diagonal covariance matrix 
4 r? ^ ^ rp a c; co-H f r)-rf-n in fVAl 
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and [7 5] . The elements of the matrix are specified as fol­
lows : 
[82] On the diagonal of the 
diagonal blocks. 
On the diagonal of the 
off diagonal blocks. 
[Piit (]- - Pijt^ 
n i(t-1) 
^ii t^ikt 
n i(t-l) 
The discussion concerning the stationary Markov process 
model indicated that one of the problems can be a lack of 
micro data from which the transition probabilities can be 
estimated. This is particularly true in the case where the 
observed phenomenon is the movement of firms between specified 
size classes. Therefore, the model for the nonstationary 
Markov process shall only be discussed in the context of 
estimating the transition probabilities from aggregate propor-
The model in matrix equation form from which the station-
data was set forth in equation [28] and is redefined in 
the context of the nonstationary model as follows: 
[83] y = X p 4- u 
ra/i TT T O -a { >-1^ V 1 ^ r-x-F 1 on Q . 1 n — 
o j_ 5 L. a O.L i. ^ Oj- a J. ^  c s C M A 
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y = 
^2 
with Yj = 
YrJ LYj. 
[85] X is a (rT x r^T) block diagonal matrix of propor­
tions Yit' consisting of r Xj submatrices of size (T x rT) . 
0  . . .  0  " I  
X = 
I ^ -2 
0 n 
n 1 
[86] Xj is redefined as (T x rT) matrix of the following 
form: 
^10 -20 YrO 
Yll ^21 Yrl 
^1 (T-1) 2(T-i; 
[87] p is a (r*-T x 1) vector of transition probabilities 
and is in the same form as set forth in equation [77]. 
The assumptions concerning the error term are as follows: 
[8 0] S(u) = 0, and 
[8 9] 2{uu) = Y 
w rto y"o /-\ t m * y 13 rri \ o -1.6, c •<% -nj.; 
r^rsy-\ c i c 4- ' \ f "v" 2 c? ^ ^ ^ 4— -v— ^ 4- V* ^ /~v 1 T -w» ^ f 
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[90] 
^11 
"^21 
12 
'22 
Ir 
T = 
Vrl Vr2 
. . ' rr 
The elements of the covariance matrix E are specified as 
follows : 
[91] 
"^ij = ' 
git(l-9it)/nt 
-9itSt/nt 
for t = t' 
for t ^ t' 
and where the submatrices are of the size (T x T) in the 
following form: 
[92] 9il(l-qil) 
'1 
^ii = 
qi2(i-qi2) 
No 
9i?(l"ÇiT) I 
I-SilSil 
"1 
'9i2S2 
j-j ' "2 
*5 4 4 t i 
: •;rp 
By substituting the estimate for p as set forth in equa­
tion [76] into equation [8 3], the following is obtained: 
[94] y = XZB + w, 
where 
[95] ÙJ = Xv - u 
and 
[96] E(to) = XE(v) + F. (u) 
and 
[97] E (wm ' ) = to = (xnx') + V 
Note, since the p^^'s are unknown, it will not be possi 
ble to specify the elements of P. (see the specifications in 
[82] which set forth the elements of P when the pij's are 
known). What is known are the y^j's. Therefore, it will be 
possible to form Y from the specifications as set forth in 
f o o t  — t i t  , # # 1 1  1  m »  v » / - v  - r - v  / - >  f  f  4  t o  + -  \  v - t v »  1 1  1  o  o  v  ^  h  
Once X.- X' and r have been formed.- an estimate of w wil 
wo ^ s./ ca u_ v.. ca u. ^ x au_ w ^ • 
[98] w = (XX') + Y 
By using the of '.o 9s ny [QRl And gn 
u j  - l i i u w  l  v  - t  j  ^  c l  w w - l i l l o .  w  j -  ^  w c & i i  
obtained» It will then be possible to make a first approxi-
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as set forth in [74] and [75]. The process should be 
repeated until such time as two successive approximations 
of the Pij's do not vary significantly. The only remaining 
unspecified matrix in equation [94] is the B matrix. By solv­
ing the following Aitken's generalized least squares estimator, 
an estimate of B can be determined. 
[99] B = (z'X'w~-XZ)-lz*X'co-ly 
The ordinary least squares estimator of B would be as follows; 
[100] B = (Z'X'XZ)~lz'X'y 
However, it should be noted that the covariance matrix 
is singular and thereby, co~l does not exist. Lee and Judge 
observed that since y is a vector of r proportions and T 
observations and the sum over the r proportions for each t 
equals unity, there are only r - 1 independent observation vec­
tors Therefore, it is possible to reduce the model 
- 1 ' 
by a vector of observations. The nodel would be rewritten 
in the following matrix equation form: 
r 1  A l l  _L 
L w Z J fjUU — U 
r  1  A  " o , . * , .  *  t  —  *  
«j j_luu w — w 
Aitken's generalized least squares estimator of 3 for the 
reduced model would be as follows: 
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[104] B* = (Z'*X'*e*~^X*Z*)~^Z'*X'*©'~^y* 
The objective is to find a B* which minimizes the weighted 
sum of squared errors. 
[105] min w'w = (y* - X*Z*B*)'9*"^(y - X*Z*B*) 
When equation [105] is solved for p*, there is no as­
surance that the p..'s will be > 0 and < 1, or that the rows 
ID — — 
will sum to 1. Therefore, the following restrictions will be 
imposed : 
[106] R*p* < n^^ 
where R* is [rT x r(r-l)xj matrix consisting of r - 1 identity 
matrices of size (rT x rT). The matrix n^^ is a (rT x1) vec­
tor of ones. The purpose of [106] is to insure that rows sum 
to less than or equal to 1, and 
[107] p* > 0 
is incorporated into the restrictions to insure that there 
are no negative p^^'s at optimality. 
"d n +• o t) * a c 
[108] B* = - a. 
where, a.. > 0 and 
1 " z — 
r 1  n  Q1 rv'rv =  n 
Therefore, equation [101] would be rewritten as, 
[110] y* = X*Z*a. - X*Z*a_ + lo* 
and the problem is to find a a]_ and 0.2 which, 
[111] min w'w = (y* - X*Z*ai + X*Z*a2)'w*"! 
(y* - X*Z*ai_ + x*Z*a2) 
subject to 
RZ*a]_ - RZ*a2 < n^-ip 
Z*a^ - 2*0:2 2 ^ ' and 
0^,82 2 0 
Once p* has been determined, Pr can be estimated. Recall 
that the model was reduced by dropping off the last set of 
equations, Yr which means that Pj = Pr,for each of the T time 
periods must be calculated by the following: 
[112] pr = - R*p* 
where Nj-g is a (rT x 1) vector of ones. 
Two other general restrictions must be placed on the 
I TP 1 ^  c" 4-Vi/o ^ -v- rr 4 T* «T» TT* ^ "3 TW o C 3 VI 4-
greater than the n^junber of observations. Therefore,- the fol­
lowing luUSt hold: 
[113] r^H < rT 
4-V\^ 1 "jm y r\  ^  ^ vt-n 1 a-rrw-xy Trrsvn 3 Vs 1 c. cr 4 m/-*! n/4-) y^rr -K m ^  
intercept term must be greater than 
T 1 1 A I luf ^ O 
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The restriction that M must be greater than or equal to 2 
was not identified by any writers in the area as a necessary 
restriction for the model to be consistent. The problem was 
identified in the process of applying the model to actual 
aggregate proportion data of farm firms in seven (7) size 
classes for eight (8) time periods. Since the number of 
observations per size class was small, it was necessary to 
limit M to one explanatory variable in order to satisfy the 
restriction set forth in [113]. When a quadratic programming 
package was applied, the restricted quadratic equation as set 
forth in [111], an infeasible solution resulted. 
After considerable time, effort and dollars spent on com­
puter runs, it was determined that there is an inconsistency 
in the model caused by the restriction RZB =1, in the case 
T.7V->cir*o mr>noi 4 c  rrr> r^-no ovr^ ' i^3"np-ro"r\r  T'np 
or tne ir,reas:.Cility as set term ny 2.n an unpuD-
[103] 
L X ± J 
PZ3 = 
t .  j=l 
n 
Z 
Zll^ij = 1 
2°ii 
11 = 1 J 
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Except in the case where = 0 for all of the i except one, 
or = 0 for t, the restriction cannot be solved. 
If M is greater than one (1), the model shall no longer 
be inconsistent. However, in the case of the model of r = 7, 
t = 8 and M = 2, restriction [113] is violated. That does not 
necessarily mean that the restricted equation in [111] cannot 
be solved in the context of a quadratic programming problem. 
What shall result is that the quadratic programming solution 
of the model shall not estimate more than 56 parameters, 
(r2m < T). Since it is possible that many of the parameters 
may be 0, the limitation on the estimated parameters may 
not be critical. If there are more than rT nonzero parameters 
the quadratic programming solution shall select the rT para­
meters with nonzero values and the remaining parameters shall 
W o a c c ^  /T O/H T T T» 1 11 /—» f* V\ /—\ TTTV 1 /-r V-> -i- Im. —« 4— fS V\ y» /-N -v— \ /Q 1 4— 
 ^A A \y V • Vi/AAW W A A a X  ^ v—i. A ^  
model produced rT nonzero parameters, in that it would indicat 
that some nonzero parameters were assigned a zero value= 
Therefore,- "che solution set should be checked -co determine if 
there are exactly rT estimated parameters. If there are less 
than rT estimated parameters, rhere should not be great concer 
that restriction [113] is violated in order to satisfy restric 
tion [114] . 
The omission of the restriction M _> 2 from the model does 
not make the model itself theoretically incorrect, but it can 
cause serious problems to those who attempt to apply the model 
to actual data. In fairness to the authors of the model, it 
should be recognized that the suggestion that the model could be 
set up to estimate transition probabilities is only a recent 
development and the model as proposed has yet to be applied 
in an actual research setting. 
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CHAPTER 4 : APPLICATION 
The purpose of Chapter 4 will be to examine the applica­
tion of the models set forth in Chapter 3 for the purpose of 
estimating both stationary and nonstationary transition prob­
abilities from aggregate proportion data of farm firms by 
size class over "T" time periods moving between size classes. 
History 
Before examining the application of the models discussed 
in Chapter 3, the efforts of other authors to apply a Markov 
process to study the movement of farm firms between size 
classes will be summarily reviewed. 
In 1952, Judge and Swanson used the maximum likelihood 
estimator technique to estimate from micro data the stationary 
transition probabilities of firms engaged in swine production 
moving between size classes. ' The luodel used by juJyc 
and Swanson v.'as essentially the model as set forth by equa­
tions [1] - [15] in Chapter 3. It should be noted that Judge 
and Swanson utilized actual micro data which indicated the 
number of firms which moved between each of "r" size classes 
during T time periods. It was suggested by Judge and Swan­
son that the Markov chain models could be used in projecting 
the number of farm firms by size class in future time per-
[105] 
The first effort to apply a Markov chain to estimate 
the distribution of farm firms by size class was by Krenz 
in 1964. Krenz noted that in the absence of detailed 
data reflecting the movement of farm firms between size 
classes, that the Markov process loses some of its useful­
ness.At the time of the Krenz study, models had not 
yet been developed which would permit transition probabil­
ities to be estimated from aggregate macro data. To deal 
with the problem, Krenz made assumptions about the movement 
of farm firms between size classes. From those assumptions, 
Krenz assigned values to each of the elements of the transi­
tion matrix. Since it was assumed that the transition matrix 
remained constant throughout time, only one transition matrix 
was specified. From the specified transition matrix, the 
distribution of farm firms by size class in future time per­
iods was projected. 
More recently, Daly, Dempsey and Cobb made certain as­
sumptions about the movement of farm firms between size 
classes. From those assumptions, the elements of a sta­
tionary transition matrix were specified. Utilizing the 
» —  — - *  - i -  -w- —. -v-v -t--» /-v vta 4- v  ^ v 4— v\ ^  /^ tc"r-vn vm -f f a ym c * 
r 1 Q g 1 
size class was projected for future time periods.'" 
The first person who attempted to estimate nonsta-
tionary transition matrices for the movement of firms be­
tween size classes from aggregate data was Hallberg in 19 59. 
Hallberg's model did not contain restrictions to insure that 
the row sums equaled one or that all of the transition prob­
abilities were greater than or equal to zero (0). Hallberg 
dealt with the problem by first estimating the transition 
matrix by an ordinary least squares technique and subsequently 
reassigned values to the transition probabilities so that the 
sum of the elements in each row of a transition matrix equaled 
one (1) and the individual transition probability was greater 
than zero (0) . Lee, Judge, Zellner and Takayama made a 
significant improvement on the model by imposing restrictions 
to insure that the row sums equal one (1) and that the transi­
tion probabilities are greater than or equal to zero (0). 
By imposing restrictions, one is not required to arbitrarily 
reassign values to the transition probabilities after the 
r 1101 initial estimates are calculated. 
Hallberg estimated the transition probabilities by an 
ordinary least squares technique. Subsequently, Lee, Judge 
3 Yiri ;a y-ar? n Tnr\/4 o 1 T»7n ioV» o1 TTni-np-h on T — 
dundant parameters. The result was that it was then 
possible Lo uLilize Aitken's generalized least squares tech-
4 -  ^ ï r ' 4 - - î - m ' a - * - / - v  4 - r \  d T - \ T I  c  ^  
r tor>ov-s1  4 7  1  o  a  c  +" c  /-r i  i  a  y-  zdc  t . rac  c  a  — 
rective feature for the heteroscedastic disturbances. 
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The Model Applied 
It was suggested in Chapter 3 that the movement of farm 
firms between size classes could be considered a stochascic 
process with the characteristics of a Markov process. Assum­
ing that the movement of farm firms could be considered a 
Markov process, further assumptions must be made as to the 
type of Markov process that is applicable. 
There should be little dispute that the Markov process 
which describes the movement of farm firms between size 
classes would be characterized by (1) a first order condition 
which means that probability of a firm moving to state j only 
depends upon the state of that firm in period t-1 and no 
other time period, (2) there shall be T discreet equidistant 
time periods, and (3) there shall be r finite size classes. 
No assumption shall be made as to whether the transition 
n-robrthi I-i t T es are stationary or nonstationary. Both sta­
tionary and nonstationary matrices shall be estimated. After 
one stationary transition matrix and nonstationary transition 
matrices have been estimated, a Markov chain will be multi­
plied by a known vector which contains the distribution of 
farm firms by size class in time period t. The application 
of the Markov chain will trace out the distribution of farm 
firms by size class in subsequent time periods. The pro­
jected distribution of farm firms by size class over time 
i_ 1. L.i 1C iSUCll LWi id V diivu 
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will be graphically compared to actual historical data. The 
graphical comparison of historical data to the time paths as 
traced out by the Markov chains should give some indication 
as to whether a stationary or nonstationary model will more 
accurately describe the movement of farm firms between size 
classes. 
Since little data are available which indicate the num­
ber of firms which move from one size class to another during 
a specified time period, it will be necessary to estimate 
both the stationary and nonstationary transition matrices 
from aggregate data. Census data provide information con­
cerning the number of firms by size class based on acreage 
rii2i 
calculated on a consistent basis since 1935." " More 
recently, census data also have shown the distribution of 
farm firms by size class based on dollar value of sales. 
Although dollar value of sales might provide a more meaningful 
way to classify firms by size class, data reflecting the 
distribution of firms by size class based on sales have only 
been collected since 1959. Given that the Census of Agri­
culture reports data every five years and that the last 
census report was for 197 4, only four observations would be 
available if dollar sales was the size class criterion. 
Even when acres per farm is used as the criterion to specify 
farm firms by size class, there are only nine observations 
of farm firms by size class from which rhe parameters can be 
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estimated. Consequently, one of the critical problems in 
using the model is the lack of time series data from which 
parameters can be estimated. 
At the time this paper was written, no one had applied 
the models of Lee, Judge, Zellner and Takayama to calculate 
the restricted estimators of either the stationary or non-
stationary transition matrix by either the ordinary least 
squares or Aitken's generalized least square technique. 
Since the covariance matrix for the nonstationary model, 
which is required by the Aitken's generalized least squares 
technique, can be very large, [r(r-l)T X r(r-l)T], finding a 
quadratic programming package which has the capacity to solve 
the problem is difficult, and the costs of determining the 
solution set are substantial. The covariance matrix for the 
stationary model, which is required by the generalized least 
squares technique is of a size [(r-l)T X (r-l)Tj and thereby 
much more manageable. Given the cumbersome nature of the 
covariance matrix for Aitken's generalized least squares non-
stationary model, it is suggested that it first be determined 
that the generalized least squares estimator for the sta­
tionary model out—per form?; -hhe ordinary 1 A A gf sqi': A r^g esti­
mator. If the generalized least squares estimator does not 
substantially out-perform the ordinary least squares esti-
iua uwj. J.11 uiic o uci u-LWAica..;-y L. j. o o v-i^ c:o u^\-i. u-iici l- wiic 
ditional effort and expense of using the generalized least 
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squares technique would not be justified for the nonstationary 
model. 
In summary, the models discussed in Chapter 3 shall be 
applied in the following sequence: 
1. Find the restricted ordinary least squares estimator 
of the elements of a stationary transition matrix for a first 
order, finite, discrete Markov process from aggregate data. 
[Ill] min (y-Xp)'(y-Xp) 
Subject to 
GP < 
— r 
p ^ o 
2 
where r < rT 
2. Find the restricted generalized least squares esti­
mators of the elements of a stationary transition matrix for 
a first order, finite, discrete Markov process from aggregate 
-1 n 1 7 1 m-ÎT-, .',7* - : w' * fw* _ 
subject to 
R?* < 
p* 2. -
where r"^ < rT 
and ar = n - Rp* 
r 
3- Find the restricted ordinary least squares estimators 
of tne eiemenrs of a nonsrarionary Transition marrix for a 
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first order, finite, discrete Markov process from aggregate 
data. 
[113] min (y - XZa^ + yiZo.2) ' (y ~ XZa^ + XZa?) 
subject to 
RZa^ - RZag 1 
p > o 
2 
where r m < rT and m ^ 2 
4. Find the restricted generalized least squares esti­
mators of the elements of a nonstationary transition matrix 
for a first order, finite, discrete Markov process from 
aggregate data. 
[114] min (y* - X*Z*a^ + X^Z^a^)'w* 
(y* - X*Z*a. + X*Z*OL^) 
subject to 
R*Z*A, - R*Z*a_ < n _ 1 2 — rT 
Z*a, - Z*a_ > 0 , and 
1 z — 
a , , >  0  
1 z — 
2 t.tV» v-m •v-T' a -m > "y 
or = N - R*d* 
re 
As previously noted, data which indicate the number of 
farm firms by size class based on acres per farm are avail­
able at five-year intervals starting in 1935 and ending in 
1974. Therefore, there are nine observations of farm firm 
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numbers per size class with which to work. Since the equa­
tion which defines the relationship between is de­
termined by the unknown p^^s and y^ ^ / eight (8) equations 
from the nine (9) observations can be formulated. Therefore, 
the number of time periods "T" specified for the model shall 
be eight (8). The data from the Census of Agriculture which 
shall be utilized are set forth in Table 4.1. 
The data as collected by the Bureau of the Census and 
set forth in Table 4.1 are divided into 12 size classes of 
farm firms based on acres.^Given the restrictions as 
set forth for the stationary model and nonstationary model 
in [111] through [114], the number of sxze classes must be 
less than T, and in the nonstationary model the number of 
size classes times the number of explanatory variables must 
be less than T. However, the latter requirement is not 
necessarily binding if there is a sufficiently large number 
of parameters which are estimated to be zero. For further 
discussion of this point., see Chapter 3,. page 93. The data 
set forth in Table 4.1 will be combined to form seven size 
classes from the 12 size classes. Given that T = 8, and 
~r — 1 . TL h A T Ann i r nf r-^ < tT ciha 1 1 i cf i afl . Tr. o 
number of farm firms in combined size classes is set forth 
in Table 4.2. Farms with less than one acre, represent the 
nuiTiber of farm firms which have gone out of business. 5y 
"maiT i "nrr a cn*70 r'lacc inn 1 1 on-H c fa >"m c T.rn r» a 4-
Table; 4.1. Farms by s\ize clcss: 1935 
-3-935 
Total farms 6 , 5 1 2 , 3 5 0  
1 to 9 acres.... 
10 to 4 9 acrtis.. 
50 1:o 69 acrcîs, . 
7 0 l:o 9 9 aorcîs.., 
100 to 139 ac:r(2s 
140 to J.79 acres, 
180 to 219 acres 
2 20 to 2 59 acres 
260 to 499 acres 
500 to 999 acres 
1,000 to 1,999 
acres 
2,000 acres and 
over 
570,881 
2 , 1 2 3 , 5 9 5  
581,352 
8 6 2 , 6 5 5  
754,076 
683,941 
294,309 
2 1 2 . 2 3 8  
4 7 3 . 2 3 9  
1 6 7 , 4 5 2  
88,662 
1974 
1940 1945 1950 
, 1 0 2 , 4 1 7  
509,347 
,782,061 
510,585 
780,743 
688,479 
621, 578 
279,577 
206,759 
459,003 
163,711 
100, 574 
5,859,169 
594,561 
1,654,404 
472,415 
684,905 
633,851 
565,958 
2 8 2 , 8 3 9  
210,376 
473,184 
173,777 
112,899 
5,38.3,437 
4813, 530 
1,479,596 
427,025 
621,050 
579,244 
5 2 3 , 6 5 9  
275, 049 
2 1 : 2 , 3 4 4  
4713,170 
1 8 : 2 ,  2 9 7  
121,473 
4 , 7 8 2 , 4 1 6  
4 8 4,291 
1,212,8 31 
3 4 6 , 3 2 3  
5 1 7 , 7 4 0  
491,458 
461,-651 
257,189 
2 0 6 , 5 0 9  
4 8 2 , 2 4 6  
191,697 
1 3 0 , 4 8 1  
3 , 7 1 0 , 5 0 3  
244 , 328 
813,216 
2 5 8 , 1 9 5  
3 9 9 , 7 9 5  
394, 5 0 5  
3 7 8 , 0 0 3  
2 2 5 , 5 7 6  
188,899 
471,547 
200,012 
79,101 
5 7 , 3 2 6  
SOURCE; U.S., Department: of Commerce 
Agriculture!, vol. 2, pt. 2, p. II-3. 
,157,857 2 , 7 3 0 , 2 5 0  2,314,013 
182,581 162, 111 128, 254 
6 3 7 , 4 3 4  4 7 3 ,  4 6 5  3 79 , 543 
211,393 177, 0 2 8  149, 8 8 2  
331,032 2 8 2 ,  914 234 , 8 8 0  
324,652 2 7 8 ,  752 2 2 8 ,  970 
308,283 263, 012 214, 152 
191,254 165, 2 0 9  135, 977 
164,188 141, 733 117, 255 
4 51,3 01 419, 421 3 G 2 ,  8 6 6  
2 1 0 , 4 3 7  215, 6 5 9  207, 297 
84,999 91, 039 92, 712 
60,293 59, 907 6 2 ,  2 2 5  
Bureau of the Census, 1974 Census of 
TablC! 4.2. Number of farm ficms by expanded size c;lass by year 
Less than 1 acre. 
1 to 4') acres,,... 
50 to 139 acres.. 
14 0 to 2 59 acres. 
260 to 4 99 acres. 
50 0 to 99 9 acres. 
Greater than 
1 ,0 00 acres„.. . 
193 5 
2 , 6 5 1 4 , 4 2 6  
2 , 1 5 ) 8 , 0 8 3  
1 , 1 9 0 , 4 8 8  
4 7 3 , 2 3 9  
1 ( , 7 , 4 5 2  
8 8 , 6 6 2  
1940 
709,933 
2,241,408 
1,979,807 
1,107,914 
459,003 
163,711 
100,574 
1945 
953,181 
2 , 2 4 8 , 9 6 5  
1,791,171 
1,059,173 
473,184 
1 7 3 , 7 7 7  
1 1 2 , 8 9 9  
1935 to 1 9 7 4  
1950 
1,423,913 
1,968,126 
1,627,319 
1,611,052 
478,170 
182,297 
121,473 
' I"9 54 { -\?59 1964 L'L^ 1^4 
2 , 0 2 9 , 9 3 4  3 , % 0 1 , 8 4 7  3 , 6 5 4 , 4 9 3  4 , 0 8 2 , 1 0 0  4 , 4 9 7 , 3 3 7  
1, ,697,122 1,057,544 820,015 635, 576 507 ,797 
l | , 3 5 5 , 5 2 1  1 , 0 5 2 , 4 9 5  8 6 7 , 0 8 2  7 3 8 , 6 9 4  6 1 3 , 7 3 2  
925,349 792,478 663,730 569,954 467,384 
482,246 471,547 451,301 419,421 362,866 
191,697 ::00,012 2 1 0 , 4 3 7  215,659 207, 697 
1 3 0 , 4 8 1  J 36,427 145,292 150,946 154 ,937 
'^Determined from Tab.l.e 4.1. 
X U  /  
of business, the model will always account for the 6,812,3 50 
farms which were reported by the 1935 Census of Agriculture. 
To avoid having a zero proportion as one of the elements in 
the model, the number of farm firms in size class 1 in 193 5 
was specified to be 5. 
The proportion of farm firms in each size class over th 
nine time periods is set forth in Table 4.3. 
By solving the restricted quadratic equation set forth 
in [111], the stationary transition matrix as set forth in 
Table 4,4 is determined. 
Each element in the transition matrix represents the 
probability of moving from size class i to size class j dur­
ing any time period t. By multiplying the vector of farm 
firms by size class for 1935 "", times "P" the transition 
matrix set forth in Table 4.4, the projected distribution of 
farms by size class in year 1940, , is determined. Next 
the estimated distribution, X^, can be multiplied by ? to 
 ^^  >~ty1 1 c v ' ) ' vn (—•  ^ t  ^ 1—» x-x v» x—. x—. j— ,«-v yj  ^ « » •« w /-» m « « ^  z 
^  k 2  "  ^ j lv_/w^oo o i  xs.y  vu  a .  via  j -o  i  v 
until X^ for each of the T time periods is estimated. It 
shall then be possible to plot the estimated number of farm 
v .^cs. '-.d j. vllc: jvtzj. 2, y  ^  ^
to 1974. The estimated number of firms by size class de­
termined by the ordinary least squares technique is set for' 
in Table 4.5 
The transition matrix set forth in Table 4.4 was 
Table 4.3. Proportion of fariTi firms by 
i-gyg 
Lciss than 1 acre.. .00001 
1 to 49 ac:res .395503 
50 to 139 acrcs... ,3 226 60 
140 to 259 acres.. .174757 
260 to 499 acres.. .069522 
500 to 999 ac]:es.. .024541 
Greater than 
1,000 acres .0131014 
1954 1959 
. 2 9 7 9 7 8  
.249125 
.198978 
.135834 
.070789 
.02813 9 
.019153 
. 4 5 5 3 2 7  
. 155245 
.154498 
. 1 1 6 3 2 9  
.069215 
. 0 2 9 3 6 0  
. 3 2 0 0 2 6  
^Determined from Table 4.2. 
expanded size class: 1935 to 197^1 
T 9 4 Ô  194 5 ' I g s i r  
.104212 
.336363 
. 290620 
.162633 
.067378 
. 0 2 4 0 3 1  
.139919 
.330134 
.262929 
.155478 
. 069459 
. 0 2 5 5 0 9  
.209019 
. 288909 
.238877 
.148414 
.070191 
.026759 
. 014763 .016572 . 017331 
1964 1969 197 4 
53645 .599220 .660320 
120376 .093101 . 074544 
127280 .108434 .090091 
097430 .083664 .068608 
066247 .061567 .053265 
030890 .031657 .030429 
021327 .022157 .022743 
Table 4.4. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
stationary ordinary least squares Markov model 
Size Class 12 3 
1 0.953008 o
 
o
 o
 
o
 
2 0.0 0.855814 0.144186 
3 0.0 0.0 0.699797 
4 0.0 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
5 1. 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 
6 0.346353 0.0 0.0 
7 1. o
 
o
 o
 
o
 
0.0 0.029288 0.013934 0.003770 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.300203 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.415525 0.419394 0.115031 0.030051 
0.0 0.0 0 . 0  0.0 
0.0 0.0 0.278509 0.375138 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Table 4 . !3. Estimated number oi: farm 
termined from restricted 
ACTUAL 19 35 
Less than I acre.. 5 
1 to 4 9 acres 2, 6 9 4 , 4^! 5 
50 to 139 acre s. . . 2,198,081 
].'10 to 2 59 acres.. 1,190,4 88 
2CO to 499 aores.. 473,2,19 
500 to 999 acres.. 167,452 
Greater than 
1 ,000 at: re s 8 8,6()2 
PREP 19154 
2,502,243 
1,445,3 34 
1,265,7 44 
830,836 
452,0/9 
189,030 
126,929 
PREP l')59 
3,029,154 
1,236,079 
1,094,167 
7 2 5, ,2 34 
421,754 
183,104 
121,') 51 
firms by size class: 1935 to 1940; de-
ordinary least squares Markov model 
PRED 1940 FRED"1945 ~ PREP 1950 
6ir,903 
2 . 305,926 
1,926,708 
1,154,547 
499,283 
183,579 
122,402 
PRED 1964 
3,493,931 
1,058,623 
944,049 
629,824 
392,876 
176,628 
116,407 
1,276,042 
1,973,44" 
1,680,786 
1,058,146 
502,365 
192,574 
1:8,991 
PRED 196 9 
3,900,204 
905,984 
813,281 
545,114 
366,474 
170,326 
110,955 
1,914,133 
1,688,900 
1,460,750 
944,263 
481,152 
193,133 
130,014 
PRED 197 4 
4,253,348 
775,354 
699,762 
470,658 
342,846 
164 ,487 
105,883 
Ill 
estimated by the ordinary least squares technique. The next 
step is to estimate the transition matrix by the generalized 
least squares technique by solving the restricted quadratic 
equation set forth in [112]. Solving the restricted quadratic 
equation set forth in [112] with the proportions set forth in 
Table 4.3, the stationary transition matrix as set forth in 
Table 4.6 is determined. 
The elements of transition matrix set forth in Table 4.6 
conform to what one might expect, except for P-75/ P77' Pgj 
- j  4-vno 4-  v  t)  - t -  4  \  t t>  o  4-  v-  i  v  o^+* f  v" +-  1  n  
b b  
Table 4.4 conform to what one might expect, except for Pgg/ 
p^^ and P-72_* The problem arises because of the relatively 
small proportion of farms in both size class 6 and 7. To 
deal with the problem, it would be suggested that the p^^'s 
which are clearly incorrect, be restricted to fall within a 
range of values, which would conform to what one would expect 
to take place in the real world. 
By starting with the vector of farm firms by size class 
for the year 193 5 and recursively multiplying the results by 
the estimated transition matrix ? set forth in Table 4.6, the 
^ -1 TT^ VI X 1-»^-»— c3>jr'r-> r •> -r -r-rifcj i t - - »  r d  «_* ir^ r^w 
W^XiiCX «w» «v** w p' wo ^  W «M w 
can be determined. The estimated number of farm firms by size 
class determined by the generalized least squares technique 
is set forth in Table 4.7. 
It is now possible to plot the estimated number of farms 
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Table 4.6. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
stationary generalized least squares Markov 
model 
Size Class I 2 3 
1 0.95542895 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.67423195 0.0 
3 0.0 0.11058998 0.80469495 
4 
o
 
o
 
o
 
o
 0.0 
5 0.68023998 o
 
o
 
0.0 
6 1.00000000 0.0 0.0 
7 0.0 
o
 
o
 0.0 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.08471495 
0.70927697 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0 
00799000 
0 
0 
18665797 
31975995 
0 
71aca-Qc 
7 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.10406399 
0.0 
0.0 
n 
0.02658111 
0.32576805 
0.00000012 
0.00000107 
0.00000006 
0.0 
n n n n n n n n c  
Tal)le 4.7. Es1:imatod number of farm 
teormined firom restricted 
model 
Less than 1 ac:r(i.. J 
1 to 4 9 acres 2,5 94,425 
50 to 139 acres... 2,198,081 
140 to 259 acres.. 1,19 0,483 
26 0 1:o 4 99 acres.. 47 3, 2 39 
500 to 999 acies.. 167,452 
Greater than 
1,000 acres...... 8 8,66 2 
2,778,878 
953,023 
921,654 
625,668 
853,724 
229,647 
44 9,746 
PRED 19 59 
3,493,194 
744,484 
741,651 
521,850 
7 3 5,18 5 
191,646 
384,33] 
firms by size class: 1935 to 1974; de-
stationary generalized least squares Markov 
PRED T¥4 0 PRED 1945 PRED 1950 
489,372 918,724 1,898,890 
2,059,752 1,584,359 1,225,631 
1,768,784 1,423,331 1,145,347 
1,030,596 880,820 745,323 
437,253 966,895 972,489 
148,832 354,207 284,109 
877,759 684,010 540,555 
PRED 1964 PRED 1969 PRED 197 4 
4,064,179 4,519,154 4,881,824 
583,974 459,734 363,077 
596,802 480,244 386,450 
432,965 357,650 294,356 
636,599 557,870 495,602 
162,438 139,416 121,138 
335,382 298,271 269,891 
as determined by both the ordinary and generalized least 
squares technique against actual observations for each size 
class. For the period 1935 through 1974, Figures 4.1 through 
4.7 set forth those plots. 
From the graphic comparison, it is evident that the 
ordinary least squares technique out-performed the generalized 
least squares method. It was previously suggested that if the 
generalized least squares technique did not out-perform the 
ordinary least squares technique for the stationary model, 
that a generalized least squares solution would not be de­
termined for the nonstationary model. The reason is that the 
generalized least squares covariance matrix is very large and 
cumbersome to manipulate. The size of the covariance matrix 
for the generalized least squares model is 48 by 48 [ (r-1) 
T X (r-1) T]. The first step used to calculate the covar­
iance matrix for the generalized least squares estimator is 
to form the covariance matrix for the set of equations set 
forth in [74] and as specified in [79]. The size of the 
matrix is 392 x 392, [r^T x r^T] or in reduced form 336 x 335, 
[r(4-l)T X r(r-l)T]. Without reworking the programs, neither 
SASS or OMNITAB were capable of dealing with matrices of 
that size. Given that the generalized least squares technique 
did not clearly out-perform the ordinary least squares tech­
nique in estimating transition probabilities, it was decided 
that only the ordinary least squares technique would be used 
E'igure A.l. Pl.ot of numbeir of farm firms for size class 1: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number ol; 
Farm Firms 
5 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  
4 , .'iOO, 000 
4,000,000 
3, .'300 , 000 
3,000,000 
2 ,  ' 3 0 0 , 0 0 0  
2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  
1, '300 , 000 
1,000,000 
500,000 
,1935 1940 J.S45 1950 
0 
Z 
X 
O 
xz 
.954 1959 
0 
X Z  
o 
xz 
xo 
z 
1964 1969 1974 
Estimated number ol: farm firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
least squares (LS) Markov model, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
^'Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
squareis (GLS) Markov mode]., see Table 4.7 ("0"). 
"•'Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
'•'Historical data, OLS pr«;(3iction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
J'igure 4.2. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 2: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm E^i.rms 
2,700,000 
2,400,000 
2,100,000 
1,800,000 
1,500,000 
1,200,000 
900,000 
600,000 
300,000 
[.a 
1933 
7, 
ycod X 
z 
0 
1940 ;.945 
x z  
1950 
XZ 
O Z 
O  X  
0 
1959 
Z 
X 
0 
1964 
Z Z 
XO X 
O 
1969 1974 
'^Historical data, OLS prediction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
^^Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
squares (GLS ) Markov model, sékî Table 4.7 ("0"). 
^'Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
""^Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
least squares [LS) Marlcov modol, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
Figure 4,3. Plot of number of: farm firms for size class 3: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
2,700,000 
2,400,000 
2,100,000 
1,800,000 
1, 500,000 
1, 200,000 
900,000 
600 , 000 
300,000 
,a b X 
xz  
o  xz  X 
0 z  
0 XZ 
0 
XZ 
o xo xz  
() 
1935 1 9 4 0  '"l945 1950 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 
"Historical data, OLS prediction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
^Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
Estimated number of farin firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
least squares (LS) Markov modal, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
squares! (GLS) Markov model, sse Table 4.7 ("0"). 
Figure 4.4. Plot of number ol: farm firms for size class 4; 1935 to 1974; actual 
data, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms; 
1,650,000 
1,500,000 
1,350 ,000 
1,200,000 
1,050,000 
900,000 
750,000 
600,000 
450,000 
100,000 
1935 
X^O ^  xz 
o 
1940 1945 
X 
Z 
0 
XZ 
0 
XZ 
0 
XZ 
0 
XZ 
O 
XZ 
0 
1950 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 
a Historiccil data, OLS preidiction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
^'Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
squares (GLS) Markov mode] , se;e Table 4.7 ("O"). 
'•'Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
^'Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
least squaires (LS) Markov model, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
(jure 4.5. Plot ci; number oJ: farm firms for size class 5: 1935 to 1974; actual 
delta, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
1,000,000 0 
900,000 
800,000 
700,000 
600,000 
500,000 
400,000 
300,000 
200,000 
100,000 
1935 
o 
xz 
o 
1940 194 5 1950 
O 
XZ XZ 
1954 
O 
X 
Z 
1959 
0 
X 
Z 
1964 
0 
XZ 
1969 
O 
XZ 
1974 
'Historical data, OL!!! pradiction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
^Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
'^EstimâtEld number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
squaies (GLS) Markov model, sae Table 4.7 ("0"). 
^^Estimated number of fani firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
least: squares (LS) Markov modal, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
I'^j.gure 4.6. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 6: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms: 
500,000 
450,000 
400,000 
350,000 
300,000 
250,000 
2 0 0 , 0 0 0  
.150, 000 
100,000 
50,000 
0 
X 
o 
xz 
0 
xz xoz X 
oz 
X 
oz 
0 
1935 1940 1945 1950 1954 1959 1964 1969 lSi74 
Historical data, 0L8 prediction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
^Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
"^ICstimatEid number of farm firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
least squares (LS) Markov model, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
^ICstimated number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
squares (GL:3) Markov model, see Table 4.7 ("O"). 
I'igur(3 4.7. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 7: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data, stationary OLS estimates and stationary GLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
1,000,000 
900,000 
800,000 
7 00,000 
()00 , 000 
1 3 0 0 ,  0 0 0  
400,000 
300,000 
200,000 
100,000 
a. 
1935 
o 
1) ..c „d 
O 
O 
0 0 
0 0 C 
S "  XZ XZ XZ XZ XZ X Z Xîi 
1940 1945 IS 50 .954 1959 1964 1969 1!}74 
Estimated numl,er of farm firms determined from restricted stationary ordinary 
Least squares (LS) Markov mode 1, see Table 4.5 ("Z"). 
^'nistoriccil data, OLS prediction, GLS prediction all the same ("S"). 
'"'Actual hj.storica]. data, .see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted generalized least 
s q u a r e s  ( G I j S )  M a r k o v  m o d e l ,  s e  T a b l e  4 . 7  ( " 0 " ) .  
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to estimate the nonstationary transition probabilities. 
Central to the nonstationary model is the identifica-
4-/-> xza v- 4 ^vni a <3 tatt 4-in vocr^or» +• 4-m t*7v> i r»h it* i q 
believed exists a functional relationship with the transi­
tion probabilities. It will be recalled that the restric­
tion as set forth in [113] and [114] requires the number of 
2 
explanatory variables to be such that r m < rT and m> 2. 
Given that r=7, and that m must be >2, it is clear that 
2 
r m < rT is violated. However, as indicated in previous 
2 discussion r m < rT will not be critical if there are less 
than rT nonzero estimated parameters. Since one of the 
explanatory variables is the intercept term, there can only 
be one other explanatory variable. 
Ideally, there would have been sufficient observations 
to permit multiple explanatory variables. Given that there 
were only nine {9} time periods of observed data, multiple 
explanatory variables were not possible. Since there are 
numerous explanatory variables which might have an impact 
on the transition probabilities, it was decided to make a 
composite explanatory variable consisting of several eco­
nomic variables. The explanatory variables which were 
selected to be part of the composite explanatory variable 
were real net farm income where 1958=100,- real average asset 
value per farm where 1958=100, productivity of inputs based 
on an index where 1967=100- magnitude of purchased inputs 
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based on an index of purchased inputs for 1967=100, and the 
standard deviation of net farm income during the previous 
time period t where t consists of five calendar years. 
Since the impact of net farm income probably has an impact 
on farm firm numbers by size class in a subsequent time per­
iod, the observations of net farm income are lagged by one 
year. For example, if farm numbers and the corresponding 
explanatory variables are observed for period t, net farm 
income shall be observed for t-1. Therefore, the values 
which appear for net farm income in Table 4.8 are lagged by 
one year. 
Numerous explanatory variables were selected and util­
ized in various combinations in order to estimate transition 
matrices which when applied in a Markov chain would predict 
a structure of agriculture which closely paralleled historical 
data. From the tests undertaken, the explanatory variables 
set forth in this chapter produced the predictions which most 
In identifying explanatory variables, an effort was made 
to find surrogates for the various economic factors which im-
a 4- /-v ^ -p t» y» n ^ 1 vn y-> 4» f —% k" m 4 
1 Om X7 3 Til 1 ^ f o 4 /-» ? a w» c ^ 
prices, vertical disintegration and changes in productivity. 
Although real net farm income is not a clear surrogate for 
Table 4.8. Explanatory variables 
Year Met l-armD-JS] AveragetH^] 
Income ]'.,aggecl. Asset ^alue 
1 Year When Per Farm 
1958 - loofll 6] Where 
1958 - 100tll6] 
194 0 $10. 4 Billion $10, 520 
19 4 5 $20. 3 Oillion $13, 0 37 
1950 $16. 1 Billion $14, 74] 
1954 $13. 7 Billion $19, OOC 
1959 $14. 2 B illion $29, OOC 
1964 $12. 2 B.i llion $39, 445 
196 9 $12. 0 B:i llion $66, 758 
197 4 $23. !3 Billion $83, 548 
'h^etermineîd from Z^. 
Produc-[llB] 2^ Index[ll9] 
tivity Of 
Inputs, 
1967 = 100 
Of 
Purchased 
Inputs 
1967 = 100 
Zc;^= Standard 
Deviation Of 
Net Farm 
Income 
62 57 1.6 
69 61 4.4 
73 69 2.5 
77 73 2 . 2 
89 82 .87 
97 91 .5 
102 102 1.2 
113 104 5. 5 
152 
would strongly suggest that the number of farms which dis­
appear varies inversely with farm income and thereby should 
be included as part of the model. 
The real asset value per farm is not clearly identified 
as the surrogate for any particular economic factor identified 
in Chapter 1. What it does reflect is that over time, agri­
culture has become more capital intensive. Assuming that 
changes in capital intensity cause a shift in the minimum 
point of the average total cost curve, the magnitude of aver-
arTO voaT Trsalnô y\^y^ f 4 -v-m T.t T T T » TTO a 
structure of agriculture. 
The remaining three factors can be more clearly iden­
tified as a surrogate for the economic factors discussed in 
Chapter 1. The productivity index is a surrogate which re­
flects changes in technology over time. It does not reflect 
the direction of the shift of the minimum point of the average 
total cost curve as a result of the change in technology. 
The index of purchased inputs is a surrogate for the vertical 
disintegration. As the level of purchased inputs increases, 
the scope of economic activities carried out by a farm firm 
is a surrogate for risk. The larger the standard deviation 
during a time period the greater the risk confronting firms 
during that time period. 
It was decided that for purposes of calculating the 
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composite explanatory variable, equal weight would be 
given to each explanatory variables. Therefore, the com-
fV 4-Ko "P "Î TTxa T-s<a>-Tc T»Tr\n 1 «4 V><ta o-f-or"Tn"i "nor^ 
by; 
m 
K-l 'k [115] Z = — 
m 
Since the absolute magnitudes of the various explanatory 
variables are rather disparate, the following linear trans­
formations shall be made to each of the values of the various 
explanatory variables: 
[116] Z_ = Z, T 10 
xt X 
[117] Z^ = Zg * 10,000 
[118] Z^^ = Zg T 100 
r m  ^/"s 1 r» - 1 r\ 1 i i ^ i /. . = /j . — i u u 
- a 4- 6 
1120] Z_^ = Z_ 4 4 
The composite Z is computed by applying [115] to the 
transformations of each of the Zs. 
By solving the restricted crusdrcitic sçt 
in [1141; utilizing the proportions set forth in Table 4.3 
and the composite Z vector calculated from the values of the 
explanatory variables set forth in Table 4.3 as linearly 
transformed by [116] through [120], the transition matrices 
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for each of the T time periods are estimated. Those matrices 
are set forth in Tables 4.9 through 4.16. 
By starting with the vector of farm firms by size class 
for the year 193 5 and recursively multiplying each of the T 
transition matrices set forth in Tables 4.9 through 4.16, the 
estimated distribution for each of the T time periods can 
be determined. The estimated number of farm firms by size 
class determined by the ordinary least squares technique is 
set forth in Table 4.17. 
sible to plot the estimated number of farms as determined by 
the ordinary least squares technique for the period 1935 to 
1975 against actual observations for each size class. Fig­
ures 4.8 through 4.14 set forth those plots. 
From the plots, it is apparent the model did not per­
form very veil for size classes 6 and 7. A substantial part 
of the problem is probably attributable to the widely dis­
parate values of the time series proportion data set forth 
in Table 4.3. Size class 1 of the model is set up to collect 
all farms which disappear. Therefore, at all times the model 
During the period from 1935 through 137 4, the proportion of 
farms in size class 7, farms greater than 1,000 acres, changed 
from 0.131014 to .022743, whereas, the proportion of farms in 
size class 1, less than 1 acre, changed from .00061 to .660320. 
Table 4.9. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1935 to 1940 
Size Class 12 3 
j. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0.96847892 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.91682195 
0.99999946 
1.OOOOOOOO 
0 . 0  
0.00000007 
0.31305492 
0.37786287 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0 2 5 4 9 8 7 1  
0.0 
0.0 
0.40496325 
-0.00000066 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.82528591 
0.01436245 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.17471290 
0.67258263 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.00539568 
0.0 
0.00062674 
0.00000113 
0.11741477 
0.08317661 
•0.00000022 
0.0 
0.09975910 
0. 00000209 
0.00000077 
0.0 
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Table 4.10. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1940 to 1945 
Size Class 1 2 3 
u, u 
0.85419643 
0.00905427 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
n n 
u .  u  
0.11014479 
0.73192483 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
n n 
0.00340189 
0.0 
0.0 
0.10093409 
0.17688864 
0.03985131 
0.0 
0, 
0. 
0, 
0. 
0, 
0, 
00039482 
00000119 
00000006 
08105385 
11089653 
00000072 
0.0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
•7 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.57799590 
0.96014798 
1 nnnnnnon 
0.0 
0.03565758 
0.25902086 
0.42718041 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.01607541 
0.0 
0.0 
0.39083165 
0.13421893 
0.0 
0 . 0  '  
Table 4.11. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1945 to 1950 
Size Class 
1 0.97554928 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.84283322 0.13552320 
3 0.0 0.01114064 0.70860052 
4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
5 0.71117085 0.0 0.0 
6 0.97581154 0.0 0.0 
7 1.00000000 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
0.02164245 
0.28025883 
0.40779626 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01977922 
0 - 0  
0.0 
0-39638603 
0.08146417 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.00418555 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.10741180 
0.14005530 
0.02418775 
0.0 
0. 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0 
00048602 
00000113 
00000006 
08840591 
06730968 
00000072 
0 
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Table 4.12. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1950 to 1954 
Size Class 1 2 3 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
0.97477061 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.73381960 
0. 97847545 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.01925892 
0.28387076 
0.40449959 
0 . 0  
0. 0 
0 . 0  
0. 02040912 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.39733064 
0. 07249230 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.84090072 
0.01149546 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.13983923 
0.70463377 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.00431882 
0.0 
0.0 
0.10851347 
0.13379115 
0.02152384 
0.0 
0, 
0, 
0, 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00050151 
00000113 
00000006 
08965629 
05989695 
00000072 
0 
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Table 4.13. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1954 to 1959 
Size Class I 2 3" 
X 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0.97589189 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.70120531 
0. 97463948 
1. 00000000 
0.0 
0.02269119 
0.27866960 
0.40924674 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01950207 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.39597040 
0. 08541179 
0.0 
0.0 
u. u 
0.84368354 
0. 01098451 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.13362414 
0.71034586 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00412691 
0,0 
0 . 0  
0.10692710 
0.14281154 
0.02535981 
0.0 
0.00047916 
0. 00000113 
0.00000006 
0.08785576 
0.07057136 
0.00000072 
0.0 
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Table 4.14. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1959 to 1964 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0.97676402 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.67583871 
0.97165591 
1.0000000 
0.0 
0.02536076 
0.27462429 
0.41293895 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01879658 
0.0 
0.0 
0.39491242 
0.09546036 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.84584796 
0.01058711 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.12879014 
0.71478862 
0.0 
0.0 
0 0 
0.0 
0.00397764 
0.0 
0.0 
0.10569322 
0.14982742 
0. 02834338 
0.0 
0.00046182 
0.00000113 
0 . 0  
0.08645540 
0. 07887352 
0. 00000072 
0.0 
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Table 4.15. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1964 to 1969 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0. 98062629 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.56350064 
0.95544311 
1. 00000000 
0.0 
0.85543329 
0.00882718 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.10738254 
0.73446357 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.03718305 
0.25670922 
0.42929024 
0. 0 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.01567228 
0.0 
0.0 
0.39022708 
0.13996094 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00331659 
0.0 
0.0 
0.10022908 
0.18089771 
0.04155618 
0.0 
0.00038487 
0.00000113 
0,00000006 
0.08025360 
0.11564070 
V  V  V  V  L /  ^  
0 . 0  
Table 4.16. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model for period 1969 to 1974 
C 4 m 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
0.99999964 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.89216596 
1.0000000 
0.0 
0.90351444 
-0.00000086 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
-0.00000066 
0.83315557 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 . 0 
0.09648502 
0.16684526 
0. 5! 
0.0 
0.0 
n n 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00000039 
0 
0 
36672485 
36318153 
.0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
00000072 
0 
0 
,07282013 
,33675021 
,10783333 
u. u 
0.00000119 
0.00000006 
0.04914486 
0.33006826 
0.00000072 
n n 
TabJ.e 4.17. Esitimal.ed number of farm firms by size class: 1935 to 1974; de-
t'Eirmined f'rom restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov mode]. 
ACTUALr193 5 PRED 1940 PRED 1945 PRED 1950 
Le;5!3 than 1 acre 
1 to 4 9 acres.,. 
50 to 139 acre:;. 
140 to 259 acres 
260 to 499 acres 
500 to 999 acres 
Grc;at<îr than 
L,0 00 acres.„. 
2,694,425 
2,19ft, 081 
1,190,488 
473,239 
16'', 452 
8f!,662 
689,994 
2,255,240 
1,949,142 
1,137,962 
482,103 
179,143 
118,766 
1,245,707 
1,944,065 
1,675,027 
1,071,399 
520,550 
209,624 
145,975 
1 ,935,977 
1,657,182 
1,450,390 
948,427 
491,732 
198,271 
130,363 
2,57 2,34 3 
1,410,197 
1,253,732 
H27,277 
451,997 
181,335 
115,4 58 
PRED 1959 
3,119,466 
1,203,530 
1,07 9,019 
719,936 
416,349 
168,223 
105,813 
PRED 1964 
3,597,635 
1,029,427 
926,273 
624,137 
382,691 
155,649 
96,523 
PRED 1969 
3,989,286 
888,782 
790,856 
543,995 
353,500 
150,184 
95,729 
PRED 197 4 
1,219,003 
803,027 
658,905 
495,855 
327,883 
174,852 
132,809 
Figure 4.8. PJ.ot of number of farm firms for size class 1: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data and nonstationary OLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
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H 
Ul 
'^Actual historical data, siee Table 4.2 ("x"). 
Estimated number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
Ficfuro 4.9.. Plot of number ol: farm firms for size class 2: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data and nonsitati.onary OLS estimates 
Numb(5r of 
Farm Firms 
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X o 
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0 
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193!) 1940 1945 1950 1954 1959 1964 1969 1974 
Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
'^Estimated number of farm firm» determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
Figure 4.10. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 3: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data and ncnstationary OLS estimates 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
2,400,000 
2,100,000 
1,800,000 
1 , 500,000 
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900,000 I 
x&cb 
xo 
xo X 
o 
1935 19 40 1945 1950 
XO 
19 54 
XO 
XO 
x o 
xo 
1959 1964 1969 1974 
Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
^^EîJtimated number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinairy least s(juares (OLS) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
figure 4.11. Plot of number oE farm firms for size class 4: 1935 to 1974.; actual 
data and nonstationary OLS estimates 
Nu ruber of. 
l'a 1 m Firms 
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cl, 
.A,c:tual hisiiorical data, 5ee Table 4.2 ("X"). 
^'iCEitimated number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary leaf5t squares (OLS) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
rigure 4.12. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 5: 1935 to 1974; actual 
data and non!5tatj.onary OLS estimates 
Numbtîr of 
Farm Firms 
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Actual historical clai:a, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
0 
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Estimated numlier of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary loast squares (01,S) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
ln 
u) 
î'igur(î '1.13. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 6: 1935 to 1974 ; actual 
data and nonstationary OLS estimates 
Number oj; 
Fa nil Firms 
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2213, 000 
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''Actual historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
Estimated number of farir firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
l'igure 4.14., riot of number ci: farm firms for size class 7 : 1935 to 1974; actual 
data and nonsta t J.onary OLS estimates 
Nuinbei: of 
Fa.rin I'irms 
3.60, 000 
140,000 
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^Actua] historical data, see Table 4.2 ("X"). 
timated number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinciry least squares (OLS) Markov model, see Table 4.17 ("O"). 
u1 
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The magnitude of changes taking place in size classes 6 and 
7 is so small compared to the changes taking place in the 
remaining size classes, it is difficult for the model to 
pick up those small movements. 
Upon reviewing the estimated p^^'s, it was apparent 
that the diagonal probabilities for size classes 5. 6 or 7 
were too low. The diagonal p^^'s represent the probability 
of staying in a size class if a firm started out the time 
period in the size class. By increasing the probability of 
a firm staying in size classes 5, 5 or 7, mere firms will 
ultimately be retained in the larger size classes. Given 
that the problem with the projected distribution of firms 
for the higher size classes was too few firms in the upper 
size classes, it was decided to test the model with the fol 
lowing additional restrictions: 
r I o 1 1 > H f  k  k  
2 6 6  ^  - S  
967 ^  
p77 1 .9 
By solving the restricted quadratic equation set fortl: 
in [113] and as further restricted by [121] , utilizina the 
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forth in Table 4.8 as linearly transformed by [116] through 
[120], transition matrices for each of the T time periods 
are estimated in Tables 4.18 through 4.25. 
By starting with the vector of farm firms by size class 
for the year 1935 and recursively multiplying each of the T 
transition matrices set forth in Table 4.18, starting with 
the 1940 transition matrix, the estimated distribution for 
each of the T time periods can be determined. It will then 
be possible to plot the estimated number of farm firms by 
size class against actual data for the period 1935 to 1974. 
The estimated number of farm firms by size class determined 
by the ordinary least squares technique is set forth in 
Table 4.26. 
It is now possible to plot the estimated number of farm 
firms as determined by the restricted ordinary least squares 
technique, against actual observations for each size class 
for the period 1935 through 1974. Since the purpose of the 
restrictions was to improve the performance of the model for 
size classes 6 and 7, it would also be helpful to set out the 
plots of the estimated number of farms as determined by the 
unrestricted ordinary least sc[u.ares technique ^ Those plots 
are set forth in Figures 15 through 21. 
To this point, the primary focus has been developing 
a model which will estimate the transition probabilities of 
a f 4 VTn c m/^TTT r-» r-r c 4 a 
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Table 4.18. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1935 
to 1940 J 
Size Class 1 2 3 
0.0 
0.81926221 
0.20202934 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 .17079127 
0.67594707 
0.0 
0.0 
0  . 0  
0 . 0 
0.00901560 
0.0 
0.01349633 
0 . 0  
0.79999995 
0 . 0  
0.00093156 
0.00000107 
0.00000077 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
0.90000004 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.42616749 
0.39999998 
0.99999996 
0.99999996 
0.0 
0.0 
0.30384254 
0.39239603 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.16793942 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0 . 0  
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Table 4.19. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1940 
to 1945 
Size Class 1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.33514863 
0.33339938 
0.99999996 
0.99999996 
0.0 
0.03367579 
0.25097430 
0.44524330 
0 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0 
0.18617195 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.85237950 
0.01274056 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.10767281 
0.73628408 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 - 0  
0.0 
0.00568363 
0.0 
0.03343502 
0.0 
0 .79999995 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.00058830 
0. 00000107 
0.00000113 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
0.90000004 
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Table 4.20. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1945 
to 1950 
Size Class 12 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.37092340 
0.39999998 
0.09999996 
0.99999996 
0.0 
0.83936280 
0.01567615 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.13248140 
0.71256870 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.02043933 
0.27175409 
0.42447180 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.17900568 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00699326 
0.0 
0.02559816 
0.0 
0.79999995 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.00072324 
0.00000107 
0.00000101 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
0. 90000004 
Table 4.21. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationarv ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1950 
to 1954 ^ 
Size Class 1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 
0 
,37700754 
39899998 
. 09999996 
.09999996 
0.0 
0.83714908 
0.01617540 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.13670057 
0.70853549 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01818824 
0. 27528805 
0.42093921 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.17778695 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0, 
0, 
0, 
00721598 
0 
0.02426536 
0.79999995 
0.0 
0.00074613 
0.00000107 
0. 00000095 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
w . M u I M m r 1 f 
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Table 4.22. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1954 
to 1959 ^3 
Size Class 1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.36824638 
0.09999998 
0.09999996 
0.09999996 
0.0 
0.84033686 
0.01545648 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.13062495 
0.71434337 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.02142984 
0.27019912 
0.42602611 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.17954195 
0.59999996 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.00689526 
0 . 0  
0.02618459 
0 , 0  
0.79999995 
0.0 
0.00071311 
0.00000107 
0.00000101 
0 .  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6  
0.10000008 
n  o n n n n n n / i  
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Table 4.23. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1959 
to 1964 
Size Class 1 2 3 
0 . 0  
0.84281623 
0.01489732 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.12589955 
0.71886057 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0. 00664581 
0.0 
0.02767733 
0.0 
0.79999995 
0.0 
0.00068736 
0.00000107 
0. 00000101 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.036143214 
0. 39999998 
0.09999996 
0.09999996 
0 . 0  
0.02395106 
0.26624107 
0.42998260 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.18090695 
0.59999996 
0.0 
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Table 4.24. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1964 
to 1969 
Size Class I 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.33125478 
0-39999998 
0.09999996 
0.09999996 
0 . 0  
0.03511656 
0.24871254 
0.44750416 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.18695194 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.85379630 
0.01242104 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.10497254 
0.73886538 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00554109 
0.0 
0.03428802 
0 , 0  
0.79999995 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.00057352 
0.00000107 
0.00000113 
0 .00000006 
0.10000008 
0 .90000004 
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Table 4.25. Transition matrix determined from restricted 
nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov 
model (with restricted p..'s) for period 1969 
to 1974 
Size Class I 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.17S88133 
0.39999998 
0.09999996 
0.09999996 
0.0 
0.09112382 
0.16078734 
0.53539449 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0. 0 
0.0 
0.21727443 
0.59999996 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.90887368 
0.0 
0.0 
0 0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00000024 
0.83921182 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.06744802 
0.0 
0.79999995 
0 . 0  
0.00000256 
0.00000113 
0.00000173 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
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Table 4.26. Estimated number oJ; farm firms by size class: 193 5 to 1974; de­
termined from restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov model (wit i restricted p.. ^ 's) 1] 
ACTUAL'193 5 
Less 1 acre. 
]. to 49 acres. . . . 
5)0 to 139 acres;. , 
140 to 2 59 acres. 
260 to 4 99 acres. 
500 to 999 acres. 
Greater than 
1 ,000 acres... . 
2,694,425 
2,199,081 
1,190,488 
4 7 3,239 
167,452 
8 8,662 
722,259 
2,251,862 
1,945,971 
1,135,012 
483,873 
174,320 
99 ,054 
PRED 194 0 PRED 1945 PRED 1950 
1,323 ,543 1,950,738 
1,944 ,233 1,658,177 
1,675 ,251 1,451,305 
1,069 ,578 949,000 
501 ,631 492,439 
190 ,204 193,139 
107 ,909 117,547 
PRE!) 19 54 PRED 1.959 PRED 1964 PRED 1969 PRED 1974 
2,536,562 
1,411,616 
1,254,974 
829,157 
464 ,183 
189,504 
126,346 
3,059,154 
1,205,629 
1,08C 
121 
42'/ 
183 
874 
586 
378 
048 
133,670 
3,522,943 
1,032,225 
928,785 
627 , 348 
387,147 
174,450 
139,439 
3,917,003 
892,847 
794,602 
547,989 
34 9,57 2 
166,790 
143,534 
4,186,437 
811,484 
666,840 
502,512 
328,807 
170,392 
145,863 
Fi<jure 4.15. P].ot of number of farm firms for size class 1; 1935 to 19 7 ; actual 
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comparing the performance of those models against histori­
cal data. When transition probabilities have been esti­
mated which produce projections which track well against 
historical data, it is possible to use those transition 
probabilities to predict farm numbers by size class in 
future time periods. In the case of stationary Markov 
process, the estimated transition matrix would be multi­
plied times a vector whose elements were the most recent 
number of farm firms by size class- The result would be 
3 V /^/^"ncTQ4-TT-»rT -F ol omo'n -h c 4 r*oT^r"0 Q (an t" "h"h<a — 
dieted number of farm firms by size class in the next time 
period. The process could be recursively repeated to estimate 
the number of farm firms by size class in the next T time 
periods. In the case of a nonstationary model, it is neces­
sary to make certain assumptions about the magnitude of 
explanatory variables during each future time period for 
which farm firms shall be predicted by size class. By 
ship between an explanatory variable and an individual transi­
tion probability can be determined. More specifically, the 
J- «W J- L— _i_ A ^  X ^  J v_ J-  ^V..* ^   ^ wa. X J. IX./ 
1-n» » r *7 *7 t -» ^ vs 4- ^ >— rp/-n -r-n-v- o 4— v> 
^ ^ L / / j ^ JLi  ^ % J. u. 
matrix for time period T + 1, the projected magnitude of the 
explanatory variable would be multiplied times 3. The process 
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is desired to predict farm firm numbers by size class. When 
the transition matrices for each of the future time periods 
have been estimated,- farm firms by size class can be pre­
dicted by starting with the vector of farm firms by size 
class for the most recent time period for which there is 
data, and recursively multiplying each of the estimated 
transition matrices-
An examination of the estimated transition probabilities 
as set forth in Tables 4.18 through 4.25, for each of the T 
time periods would seem to indicate that the elements of a 
transition matrix may not be constant from time period to 
time period. Therefore, in order to predict farm numbers by 
size class in future time periods, the transition matrix must 
be estimated for each of the time periods for which it is 
desired to make a prediction. To determine the transition 
matrices, it shall be first necessary to project the magni­
tude of the explanatory variables which are set forth in 
Table 4.8 for each of the prediction periods. Since it was 
possible to use only one explanatory variable in addition 
to the intercept term in the model, it is the magnitude of 
tZiic COrTipOSitLS VSriclCclS ZSC L 
forth in [115] which must be projected. It will be assumed 
that the forces which have historically caused a change in 
the magnitude of explanatory variables shall continue to oper­
ate in a similar fashion in the future. To determine that 
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functional relationship, the composite explanatory variable 
was regressed over time. Once the functional relationship 
t.tsi o <4 4- 3^ a c "! 4- ^  o vr> 1 ^  t> ^  4-r\t"t7 
variable for time periods 1974 through 1979 - 1979 through 
1984, 1984 through 1589, 1989 through 1994, and 1994 through 
1999 was calculated. From the projected composite explan­
atory variable, it is possible to determine the transition 
matrix for each of the prediction periods by multiplying the 
vector of the projected composite explanatory variable by 
the B matrix which was determined from the restricted non-
stationary generalized least squares model. The projected 
transition matrices for each of the transition periods are 
set forth in Tables 4.27 through 4.31. 
Farm firms by size class can be predicted by starting 
with the vector of farm firms by size class for the year 
1974 and recarfiivel y multiplying each of the estimated 
transition matrices. The predicted number of farm firms by 
size class are set forth in Table 4.32. 
An attractive aspect of the model is that it is possible 
to test the impact of an explanatory variable on the distri-
l# xjlxilia vjj.a.aa j-ii u 
varying the projected magnitude of the explanatory variables. 
One of the problems with using the model to test the impact 
of explanatory variable on the distribution of farm firms is 
that the number of observations is too small to permit the 
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Table 4.27. Predicted transition matrix determined from 
restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov model (with restricted p..'s) for period 
1974 to 1979 
Size Class 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00040000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.24924058 
0.39999998 
0.09999996 
0.99999996 
0.0 
0.88363725 
0.00569116 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0.04809850 
0.79323310 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.06546128 
0.20107466 
0.49512315 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.20338064 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00253876 
0.0 
0.05225409 
0.0 
0.79999995 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.00026423 
0.00000113 
0.00000155 
0 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6  
0.10000008 
0.90000004 
Table 4.28. Predicted transition matrix determined from 
restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov model (with restricted p..'s) for period 
1979 to 1984 
Size Class I 2 3 ' 
1 1.00000000 0.0 0.0 
2 0.0 0.90196687 0.01316398 
3 0.0 0.00155738 0.82662815 
4 0.19886392 0.0 0.0 
5 0.39999998 0.0 0.0 
6 0.99999996 0.0 0.0 
7 0.99999996 0.0 0.0 
4 5 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
0.08410037 0.0 0.00069460 0.00007421 
0.17181337 0.0 0.0 0.00000113 
0.52437282 0.21347189 0.06328964 0.00000173 
0.0 0.59999996 0.0 0.00000006 
0.0 0.0 0.79999995 0.10000008 
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.90000004 
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Table 4.29. Predicted transition matrix determined from 
restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov model (with restricted p. .'s) for period 
1984 to 1989 
Size Class 1 2 3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.19667339 
0.39999998 
0.09999996 
0.09999996 
0 . 0  
0.08491081 
0.17054105 
0.52564466 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0 .21391070 
0. 59999996 
0.0 
0 . 0  -
0.0 
0.90276390 
0.00137763 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01164496 
0 .8280804 
0.0 
0 . 0 
0.0 0. 0 
0.0 
C. 00061422 
0.0 
0.06376952 
0.0 
0.79999995 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00006592 
0.00000113 
0 .00000173 
0. 00000006 
0.10000008 
0. 90000004 
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Table 4.30. Predicted transition matrix determined from 
restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov model (with restricted p..'s) for period 
1989 to 1994 
Size Class 1 2 3 
0.0 
0.90347224 
0.00121788 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.01029497 
0.82937080 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.00054315 
0.0 
0.06419599 
0.0 
0.79999995 
0 . 0  
0. 
0. 
0 ,  
0, 
0, 
00005853 
00000113 
00000167 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6  
10000008 
90000004 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.19472665 
0.39999998 
0.09999996 
0 . 0 9 9 9 9 9 9 6  
0.0 
0.08563113 
0.16941023 
0.52677500 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.2143006 
0. 59999996 
0 . 0  
0.0 
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Table 4.31. Predicted transition matrix determined from 
restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares 
Markov model (with restricted p..'s) for period 
1994 to 1999 
Size Class Ï 2 5 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
1.00000000 
0.0 
0.0 
0.16381919 
0.39999998 
0.09999996 
0.99999996 
0.0 
0.09706670 
0.15145767 
0.54472047 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.22049189 
0.59999996 
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0.91471791 
0 
0 . 0  
0.0 
0.0 
0 . 0  
0 . 0  
0 
0.84985954 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0 
0 . 0  
0.07096660 
0 . 0  
0.79999995 
0.0 
0.0 
0 
0.00000113 
0 .00000185 
0.00000006 
0.10000008 
0.90000004 
Tal).le 4,32. 
lie s s than 1 acre. 
1 to 49 acres 
E)0 to 139 acres. . 
14 0 to 2 59 acres. 
26 0 to 4 99 acres. 
500 to 999 acres. 
Greater than 
1,000 acres 
4 ,795,837 
4 52,2 0?. 
511,265 
3n8,059 
312,776 
191,869 
160,341! 
5,033,340 
4 0 8 , 6 6 6  
4 2 0,571 
3 2 9 , 3 5 8  
2 7 0 , 5 0 5  
178, 3 6 9  
163,535 
5,240,508 
369,519 
3 5 9 , 6 5 0  
280,914 
2 3 2 , 7 5 6  
1 6 3 , 9 4 9  
1 6 5 , 0 4 6  
5,421,211 
3 3 4 , 2 8 8  
302,088 
240,549 
199,854 
149,395 
164,959 
5,571,994 
305,381 
2 5 3 , 0 0 8  
209,234 
172,951 
136,389 
163,384 
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testing of more than one explanatory variable. In order to 
consider more than one variable, a composite variable con­
sisting of fivs (5) explanatory variables was used. Mote,-
if there had been sufficient observations, it would have 
been possible to perform such standard tests as holding all 
but one variable constant, allowing the test variable to 
change and subsequently observing the impact on the distri­
bution of farm firms by size class. 
There is yet one further problem with using the transi­
tion matrices derived from the nonstationary model to test the 
impact of an explanatory variable on the distribution of farm 
firms by size class. The problem is that the impact of a change 
in an explanatory variable on the distribution of farm firms 
m.ay take many years to be fully realized. For instance, if 
there is a mechanical innovation which causes the minimum point 
of the average cost curve for a firm to shift to the right, 
thereby reducing the optimal number of firms for the industry, 
it may be many years before the firms are actually taken over 
by surviving firms so that the equilibrium number of firms 
can be achieved. The continued existence of a substantial 
number of fcirn; liriTiS in the smaller size classes during the 
forty (40) year period between 1835 and 1974 is evidence of 
the slow adjustment process in agriculture. If the adjustment 
process does take place over a substantial number of years. 
193 
it would be difficult to determine how the explanatory var­
iables should be lagged before inputting the explanatory 
variables into the model. For instance, it might be sug­
gested that the level of technology in 1910 might have an 
impact on the magnitude of the elements in the transition 
matrix for the period 1940 through 1945. 
The principal reason for the slow adjustment in the 
number of firms to an equilibrium level is that the life of 
the firm is often tied to the life of a proprietor. For 
instance, assume that Farmer X started farming in 1935 after 
graduation from high school by renting an eighty-acre farm. 
Subsequently, Farmer X purchased the farm but never expanded 
the acreage beyond the eighty-acre level. In 1974 at age 68, 
the eighty-acre farm was still being farmed by the same per­
son and was recorded as a farm firm in size class 2 for the 
1974 census. Although the eighty-acre unit may have been an 
inefficient economic unit in 193 5, it is not inconceivable 
that it would have continued in existence for a period of 
4 0 years. Farmer X had two children who did not farm for 
lack of opportunity. In 1979, Farmer X and his wife died and 
T-k <3^ 4 ^ w —\ -w- f Ck vm f 4 v /Q n e a S -p 4- S A. A. 7^2 "V 1 "! "P Ci 
1 -îp-w t.ti 4->» 1 4- h a 
scenario just presented or something similar thereto is not 
an uncommon occurrence. Although Farmer X may have been 
earning a low return on his investment, he did not exit the 
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farming business for reasons which might include positive 
externalities derived from the rural lifestyle, lack of 
^ ^ wjr Jm/s.» C4 w O C w u_ C4. jk.wrv A. i—jf s— v—' O u. j_ w u. J. x -i. O V/ J_ 
a c o t~i 4 f. ^ v y-\ f >- 3 t-\ =» v 4- __ 4- 4 -m a 4 •»-» o v\ a s >*vs*t 4- /-nt.t-t-i 
Therefore, it is not inconceivable that it will take 
30 to 40 years for adjustments to take place in the structure 
of agriculture to reflect a change in one explanatory var­
iable. Given the long adjustment period, it would be diffi­
cult to use the model to make ceteris paribus increases in 
the explanatory variables to test the impact of an explanatory 
variable on the distribution of farm firms by size class. 
If one accepts the idea that the life of the farm firm 
is tied to the life of the proprietor, it would follow that 
even if the explanatory variables which determine the struc­
ture remained static, there would continue to be substantial 
to 4 0 years. It might be suggested that the change in the 
structure of the agriculture industry during the next 20 to 
40 years will be determined more by changes in the explanatory 
variables which have already taken place rather than changes 
in the explanatory variables which shall take place in the 
f 1 ^  1 «m /—N V" ^ n ^ /—> J— V» -* ^ ^ J— —» -i— «# ^ . -V- w « 
o \w/ wax w ^ v_ o \_a ^ a x ^ o wct 1 j. t _l i 1 d ^  ^ 
1 a 3 c 4- c /-t1 t o •>" ^ c" f—\ /9 cs 1 ^ 1 ^ f# /-\ n /-• -a- •i- t-* -> x. »-«•»» »-s ^ ^ 
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At this point, the results of the restricted nonsta-
+"1 ^ T"\7 «i'nor"p 1 4 7:a/4 1 aa c4- cmT^ voc mr\/4 oT V>;3TTCk n c 
predict the distribution of farm firms by size class at five-
year intervals for the period 197 4 to 1999. The results of 
those predictions are set forth in Table 4.32. The predic­
tions set forth in Table 4.32 are based upon projected changes 
in the composite explanatory variable for the prediction 
period. 
The next step is to calculate a set of predictions of 
the number of farm firms by size class based on an assump­
tion that the explanatory variables remain constant for the 
prediction period. Note, rather than permitting the transi­
tion matrix to vary throughout the prediction period as a 
result of projected change in the composite explanatory var­
iable, it shall be assumed that the transition matrix for the 
prediction period shall remain fixed at the level of the 1969 
through 197 4 transition matrix which was determined from the 
restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares model. 
Starting with the vector of farm firms by size class for the 
year 1974 and recursively multiplying the vector by the 1969 
through 197 4 transition matrix, farm firms by size class can 
be predicted for each of the prediction periods. The pre-
4 4- a/n tm1 mt-\ ^  v e f f s -r^m -f 4 "*-m c 7 c 4 ? ^ 1 a c c a cô?* f tti 
By plotting the predictions determined on the basis of 
a constant composite explanatory variable against the pre-
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explanatory variable, the impact, if any, of the changes in 
the explanatory variables during the prediction period can 
TT-i <-m •«-o o 9 9 -l-'hT-onrT'h ZL _ ? P c;a4- -PoTt-Vi -hVincto nlol-e; 
by size class-
From the plots set forth in Figures 4.22 through 4.28, 
it is fairly clear that the projected changes in the explana­
tory variables had little impact on the distribution of farm 
firms by size class during the prediction period. The fac­
tors which will cause change in the structure of agriculture 
during the next five years have probably already acted. If 
policy makers wanted to preserve the structure of agriculture 
as we know it today, it would be necessary to reserve the 
factors which have evolved during the last 20 yec.rs. By 
causing the explanatory variables which impact on the struc­
ture of agriculture to remain constant, policy makers might 
expect to preserve the structure of agriculture which is 
predicted for the period 25 years from now. 
Summary 
The application of the two Markov models in this chapter 
xaclo a. id «-.viax o o j- ca.-l. o o w j- iacl.*- j-ww v 
processes to study the structure of agriculture. However., 
the applications set forth were not determinative of the 
model's reliability. Data limitations did not permit a 
thorough testing of the models. Before conclusions can be 
Tcible 4.33. Pxedict.ed number of farm firms using the 1969 to 1974 transition 
matrix restricted nonstationary ordinary least squares Markov model 
(with restricted p^^^'s) 
198 4 PREP 198 9 PREP 1994 PKRDn.999 
Loj;s than 1 aore.. 4, 763,420 4,998,004 5,204,372 5,385,633 5, 544,841 
.1 to 49 acres 461 ,523 419,466 381,241 346,500 314,924 
130 to 139 acre! 3 . . .  515,051 432,237 362,738 304,414 255,468 
140 to 259 acr(:s.. 395,187 336,450 287,855 247,179 212,859 
:HiO to 499 acres.. 319,270 277,426 239,557 206,278 177,472 
500 to 999 acres.. 197,681 184,799 170,532 155,841 141,344 
(îirciater them 
] ,000 acres 260,215 163,964 166 ,050 . 166,500 165,436 
F.i(fure 4.22. I'lot of number C'f farm firms for size class 1: 1979 to 1999; 
predicted based on 1969 to 1974 transition matrix held constant 
cind predici:ed transition matrices 
Number of 
E'arm Firms 
6,000,000 
X 
.'5,500,000 XO XO O 
X O 0 
.'5,000,000 X^O^ XO 
4,500,000 
4,000,000 
3,500,000 
3,000,000 
2,500,000 
2 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  
I,500,000 
. 1 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0  
^ ] <)84 1989 1^94 1999 ~ 
'^Predicted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) matrix model (with restricted p^.'s), see Table 4 
("X"). 
^Predicted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) mcitrix model (with restricted pij's) estimated pr 
die tied Lrannit.ion matrix for each time period, see Table 4.33 ("O"). 
Ficfure 4.23, î'iot of number C'j: farm firms for size class 2: 1979 to 1999; 
ï:>redi(.'tion based on 1969 to 1974 transition matrix held constant 
,51 nd pj-edj.ct:ed tiansition matrices 
Number of 
Fairm Firms 
500,000 
450,000 
400,000 
350,000 
300,000 
250,000 
200,000 
150,000 
100,000 
xaob 
xo 
xo 
xo 
xo 
19 7 9 1984 1989 1994 1999 
cl  Predicted nuntl^er of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OI.S) matrix model (with restricted p. .'s), see Table 4 
("X")., 
b. Predicted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
try least squares (01,S) matrix model 
dieted transition matrix for each time per: 
ordina are ( atri odel (with restricted p^^ ' s) estimated pre 
iod, see Table 4.33 ("0"). 
I'iqure 4.2^. l^lot of number of: farm firms for size class 3: 1979 to 1999; 
j:rodiction based on 1969 to 1974 transition matrix held constant 
and predicted tr^insition matrices 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
550,000 
500,000 
450,000 
400,000 
350,000 
300,000 
250,000 
2 0 0 , 0 0 0  
150,000 
100,000 
XO 
xo 
xo 
xo 
1979 1904 1989 1994 1999 
'^Predicted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary leiast squares (OLS) mcitrix model (with restricted p..'s), see Table 4.32 
("X") . • J 
'^Predicted .number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) meitrix model (with restricted Pij's) estimated pre­
dicted transition matrix for eeich time period, see Table 4.33 ( "O" ) . 
Picjure 4.2!), Plot of number of farm firms for size class 4: 1979 to 1999; 
prediction based on 1969 to 1974 transition matrix held constant 
and predicted transition matrices 
Numb(2r of 
Farm Firms 
400,000 
375,000 
350,000 
325,000 
300,000 
275,000 
250,000 
225,000 
200,000 
3 75,000 
xaob 
XO 
XO 
XO 
XO 
1979 1984 1989 1994 1999 
'^Predicted number of fariT firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) iTcitrix model (with restricted p..'s), see Table 4.3, 
("X"). ^ 
^'predj.cted number of fariT firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) u^itrix model (with restricted p^j's) estimated pre­
dicted transition matrJ.x for ccich time period, see Table 4.33 ("0"). 
J'iguro 4.26. Plot: ci; number of farm firms for size class 5: 1979 to 1999; 
prediction basied on 1969 to 1974 transition matrix held constant 
and pr(;dicted transition matrices 
Number of 
Farm Firms 
400,000 
375,000 
350,000 
32.5,000 
300,000 
275,000 
250,000 
225,000 
200,000 
17 5,000 
_LJ30^_0P_0_ 
xo 
,0 
xo 
X o 
197 9 1984 1989 1994 1999 
'P]:edic:ted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) matrix model {with restricted p..'s), see Table 4.32 
("X"), 
^^Predic:ted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) matrix model (with restricted p^^'s) estimated pre­
dicted transition matrix for each time period, see Table 4.33 ("0"). 
Kiçiure A.21. Plot of number of farm firms for size class 6: 1979 to 1999; 
j:rediction based on 1969 to 1974 transition matrix held constant 
and predicted transition matrices 
NuinlDG): of; 
Farm l-'irms 
200,000 
130,000 
160,000 
140,000 
120,00 
100,000 
80,000 
60,000 
40,000 
20,000 
XO 
xo 
X 0 
X 0 
19 7 9 ] !)84 1989 1994 1999 
^IPredicted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) matrix model (with restricted p..'s), see Tab]e 4.32 
("X"). ^ 
^Predicted number of farm firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least /squares (OLS) matrix model (with restricted p^j's) estimated pre-
dicbed transition matrix for each time period, see Table 4.33 ("0"). 
I'^iqure 4.28. Plot of number of' farm firms for size class 7: 1?79 to 1999; 
prediction based on 19 69 to 197 4 transition rr.atrix held constant 
and predicted trsmsition matrices 
Number of 
r'arra Firms 
200,000 
180,000 
160,000 
140,000 
120,000 
100,000 
80,000 
60,000 
40,000 
20,000 
a. 
XO xo xo xo 
1979 1984 1989 1994 1999 
^Predj.ctecî number of farir firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary least squares (OLS) iTcitrix model (with restricted p.,'s), see Table 4.32 
("X"). " ^ 
'^Predicted number of farir firms determined from restricted nonstationary 
ordinary leiast squares (OLS) ircitrix model (with restricted Pij's) estimated pre­
dicted transition matrix for each time period, see Table 4.33 ("0"). 
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reached for purposes of policy implications, the models 
should be tested with a data set which has more time periods 
from which observations were made. 
The models tested estimated transition probabilities 
which, when utilized in a Markov chain, predicted farm numbers 
by size class. The results closely paralleled historical 
data. However, the models had to be further restricted to 
produce meaningful results in the smaller size classes. It 
is somewhat troubling that it was necessary to impose arbi-
get predictions which were meaningful for smaller size 
classes. The models should be further tested to determine 
if they consistently produce unacceptable results when some 
states contain relatively few elements compared to other 
states. 
The tests which compared an application of the model 
holding explanatory variables constant against allowing them 
to vary would seern to indicate that the model is not very 
sensitive to changes in the magnitude of explanatory vari­
ables. Initially it was suggested that the model might be 
1 "» C y X I r-»"* r TY> 3 w o c T- ca -*TT>r->-jr'*T- r T- r ' r-i ^ r~w tj ^ 
specified explanatory variables on the structure of agri­
culture. Since there was not a sufficient number of time 
periods from which observations were taken, it was not pos­
sible to utilize more than one explanatory variable in the 
213 
model. The model should be further tested with data sets 
which contain observations from a sufficiently large number 
of time periods to permit multiple explanatory variables. 
If the model continues to produce estimates which when 
utilized in a Markov chain are insensitive to changes in 
the magnitude of explanatory variables, the model would be 
a less useful tool for the study of impact on explanatory 
variables on the structure of agriculture than if the model 
were sensitive to changes in magnitude of explanatory vari-
— t-. 1 — — 
A significant weakness of the models as applied is that 
the data utilized aggregated farm firms which produced dif­
ferent types of output and were located in different geo­
graphic areas. It would have been more desirable to group 
farms by type of output and geographic area. The practical 
problem would be finding a data set with homogeneous farm 
firms in the same geographic area which were observed for 
a sufficiently large number of time periods. 
A quite different approach would be to gather data which 
traced the movement of individual farms between size classes 
over time. With actual micro data, it wO'-ild be possible to 
apply the maximum likelihood estimator technique to estimate 
individual transition probabilities. The problem is that 
there are no existing data sets which indicate the actual 
number of farm firms which moved between various size classes 
214 
during specified time periods. If micro data reflecting the 
movement between size classes were available, the transition 
matrices estimated from the micro data would probably be more 
meaningful. Using a least squares technique to estimate 
transition probabilities produced many transition probabil­
ities with a zero value. Observations of actual movements 
of farm firms between size classes would seem to suggest 
that more of the elements of the transition matrix should 
have had nonzero values. One would expect that estimates 
of transition probabilities from actual micro data would 
produce fewer zero elements in the transition matrix. The 
principal limitation of utilizing micro data is the time and 
expense required to collect a sufficiently large number of 
observations to estimate transition probabilities. 
The Markov process models which were applied represent 
a substantial improvement over previous efforts to estimate 
elements of a transition matrix. The models set forth in 
this chapter were structured to produce an unbiased estimate 
of the elements of a transition matrix from aggregate time 
series data. Additionally, the models were restricted so that 
uiic Mô-îTiCOV COIidiu XOnS Ojl iia-VXIig jTOvv SlUuS GCJUo-J. uO OIiG &T1CÎ. ulie 
individual with values of greater than or equal to 
zero (0) and less than or equal to one (1) would be satisfied. 
Due to data limitations, no definite conclusions can be 
reached as to the model's ability to predict or capacity to 
estimate parameters which define the relationship between 
explanatory variables and the structure of agriculture. 
Given that the attributes of the model are well-
suited to research requirements of structure studies, it 
would be recommended that the models be tested further with 
data sets which cover more time periods and are limited to 
firms which are homogenous and located in the same geographic 
area. 
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